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51\tdentt can agree wltb the fact that readbJs ls
till to be suecessfullQ ®Uep. but for 1t1ost Mur- e ttudea.rs readiag the University PoUcy is not
cbeir llst of must·reads.
fOr the memben ofAUiaDce, an orpnlzation:(Qr py,
Mtaa. ~. ttansgender, and itraisbC ~.
f'aCulty. lnd ataff, seein8 sexual orieatatkm e¢1uc1e4
f1JPm the Ullil'enity's Policy on lntolerance was a
~mpc for tlJ.t group to take action.
· ),1$'Anthony Joues; All~ member and setlJOr .&om
....phis. Team.. ctbbbed the steps of Posue 'L1btuY.
,..... a blndeJ: full of papers including a petition of
lboUt100 sipatures from faCUlty, stu~ents; •taft' and
Murray coiJulnUiity, he approached tbe Board or
Repo~ on Sept. 6, wttb a.n asenda.
"'rs .not that we're a5king for the policy to be
ciMnge4. but we're asldns for the overall polky to be in
... ~th what they've already done With tbe $tUdent
aad faculty handbooks." Jo~ said.
St~lns work on the petition to revise the Univel'$il't Ppllcy ~>egan a year and a half as<~ when ~ lneJD·
ben ol notiCed the ~repancy. Jpnes S4ld.
1'l'he e&rt kina ofgrew off that petition," Jont~~ sidd,
~ was a lot of people who stepP"d up and 4id
research and there was a coocem~ group of fac\ilty,
stiff and community members as well.
'fhou8b ~faculty and StUdent bandboob include
,MniaJ orientatiOn in the p<;llcy for intolenmee, tbe
ontission from tJie UBivenity ~licy. is me Mutr,ay
Stat«! shares with no other Commonwealth univ.etslty
la K4mtucky.
$cUiie Dl*l' "'~ why ~ orle~ 11M not
~*' ~deled. to a;be University Policy. bUt Jones 'Said he
~et :It$ J&Otiexiatence Js due more to iuttention
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Food Services accepts student recipes
EmUy Wuchner
News Editor
Aaron Harris knows what goes into
making good brownies.
With a little caramel. pecans and walnuts mixed inside the batter and a special
frosting on top, Harris and his recipe
becarne quite popular with his friends
back home in Louisville.
Now, after his mother submitted the
recipe -Aaron's Killer Brownies- to Food
Services. Harris could become popular
across Murray State's campus.
Food Services is accepting students
favorite recipes from home to compile
into a cookbook. Officials plan to serve
some of the submitted recipes at Winslow
Dining Hall and the Throughbred Room.
Associate Director of Food Services
Terri Benton said plans to cook student's
favorite dishes began over the summer. A
letter was sent to parents in a newsletter
that will continue to arrive monthly.
"We thought it would be a good way to

get the parents involved and give the students a chance to share their best recipes
from the parents," she said.
Already, Benton has close to 12 recipes
but said parents and students may submit
them until December. She hopes to
receive enough to have a contest with the
winning dishes being featured at Winslow
or the Thoroughbred Room. Benton plans
to compile a cookbook including every
recipe submitted.
Food Services published a cookbook in
1993, giving away copies. Some recipes
included meat loaf, lasagna and chicken
pot pie.
Said Benton: "The kids were just
thrilled to death to come into the cafeteria
and see their mom's recipe or their
favorite recipe from their mother featured
as a main entree or dessert."
Recipes may be sent to Food Services,
Attn. Terri Benton, 101 Curris Center,
Murray, Ky, 42071.
Emily Wuchner can be reached at
emily. wuchner@murraystate.edu.

Defibrillators
promote
campus safety

What do you think?
Dlflll liMit's atcJOdklea for Food Services
to accept students' recipes?
,.-------.

Alalna Zanin
Assistant News Editor
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feel like Winslow
W8U1d ... uPOht recipe)
lflYWIII.;

Shortness of breath, loss of vital organ
function,
loss of cognitive abilities and
1
eventual death all result from sudden cardiac arrest.
Sudden cardiac arrest is a disturbance
in the heart rhythm when the electrical
system to the heart malfunctions and suddenly becomes irregular.
.biOiwlr
For every minute a person experiences
)dar
sudden cardiac arrest the chance of being
Yes. something different
resuscitated drops by 10 percent. After 10
other than chicken every·
minutes, the patient's chances drop to
day with adifferent topplnQ.
zero.
Heart disease is rampant in America
photos by Kristen Miller/The News • causing about 325,000 deaths a year, and
according to Cleveland Clinic Heart Center more than half of those deaths are
caused by sudden cardiac arrest, which is
often preventable with the use of an automatic external defibrillator.
Applying an electric shock to the chest
English and Philosophy Departwith
the help of an AED, if it is used in a
ment, said about 90 percent of
timely manner, can often successfully
her students read the book. Stutreat irregular heart rhythms.
dents in her classes complete
Murray State University has several
writing assignments based on the
AED's
on campus and can be located in
essays in book.
all of the athletic related buildings,
"We really use it as a basis of
including Stewart Stadium, Carr Health,
ideas and as a basis for the literthe Regional Special Events Center and
ary analysis and summarizing
the wellness center. Murray State Police
skills in English 101," she said.
also have AED's in all of their patrol cars.
Stanier said her students enjoyed
Jerry Gorreol. d irector of emergency
the book because they could
medical
services at Murray Calloway
relate to it.
Country Hospital, helped to bring more
"It's one point of common refAED's to Murray State. He said this is
erence. It provides an academic
going
to be a growing safety precaution
home base within the classroom,
Universities will start using.
encouraging a camaraderie that
"More and more you are going to see
will eventually extend beyond
AED's
available," Gorreol said. "All you
academics," she said.
need is common sense to use a defibrillaCynthia Gayman, assistant protor. They're pretty much automatic.
fessor of philosophy in the
Being
able to use those makes a big difdepartment of English and Philosference
in whether you're able to save the
ophy, said the majority of stupatient."
dents read the books and some
If students and staff don't know where
are self-motivated in doing so.
they
are or how to use them, however,
"We have tremendous support
they are a useless piece of safety equipfrom residential advisers," Gayment, he said.
man said. "We meet with them at
Mary Moreland, a senior from Verthe beginning of the semester and
sailles
Ky., is a nursing student who has
talk about ways to facilitate disworked with an AED. But even as a
cussion."
senior. she was unaware that Murray
Gayman hopes to have more

Freshmen reading requirement examined
Emlly Wuchuer
News Editor

file photo

Julia Alvarez. author of the freshen reading
requirement,"SomethinQ to Declare", spoke to
incoming students at Lovett Auditorium AUCJ. 20
as part of Great Beginnings.

L

Alyssa Doom is not a bookworm, but something about Julia
Alverez's book ''Something to
Declare" bad her hooked.
"I just felt like I knew the
author and I knew her story. I like
books like that" Doom, freshman
from Benton said.
But Kelsey Dublin, freshman
from Murray, barely touched her
book until she got to campus.
"I started trying to read it, but it
was boring. It wasn't my kind of
book," Dublin said.
Freshmen students preparing
for Murray State are encouraged, •
but not required, to read a book,
which could be implemented in
their English classes.
Associate Provost for Graduate
and Undergraduate Programs
Bonnie Higginson said the University began the Freshman
Reading Experience in 2002 to
demonstrate the academic nature
of coJJege and to connect students before their arrival at Murray State.
Higginson said a committee
reads and discusses potential
books each year before making a

ad

selection. Committee members
try to pick books that coincide
with the 10 characteristics of the
Murray State graduate and that
students can relate to and enjoy.
They also try to invite the author
to campus.
··we think that is a key component," Higginson said. "If we can
get the author here, not many
people have a chance to read a
book and then actually see and
bear the author. It was especially
effective this year."
The University also suggests
English teachers use the book in
their classrooms. While it is not
required, the committee does
provide guidelines and resources
to instructors about using the
book.
"I think that it is important to
send a message that there are
books that can be read for pleasure," Higginson said. "For the
most part, we are not suggesting
our instructors give tests on these
books. It's not supposed to be a
burden for students, rather we
hope, kind of a joyful experience
to be able to read a book and talk
about it with other people who
read the same book."
Janice Stanier, adjunct in the
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This week
Today
•8 a.m. Art Exhibit; "Desert Sands and
Indiana 7"; Clara M Eagle Art Gallery in
the Doyle Fine Arts Center; part of Family Weekend, free
•7 p.m. Mr. MSU Pageant; Lovett Auditorium; hosted by Alpha Omicron Pi,
advance tickets $5 or $7 at the door
•1:30 p.m. Cinema International: "Who
Killed the Electric Car?"; Curris Center
Theater, free

Saturday
•noon Collage Concert; Murray State Performing Ensembles; Lovett Auditorium;
for more information call 809-4288, $5
•1 p.m. Art Exhibit; "Desert Sands and
Indiana 7"; Clara M Eagle Gallery in the
Doyle Fine Arts Center; part of Family
Weekend, free
•1 p.m. Family Connection Cookout; Roy
Stewart Stadium, $8.50 for non-students
(includes cost of game ticket), $7.50 for
students
•3 p.m. Football vs. Jacksonville State; Roy
Stewart Stadium
•1:30 p.m. Cinema International: "Who
Killed the Electric Car?"; Curris Center
Theater, free

Sunday
•4:15 p.m. Fish Fry; First United Methodist
Church; Wesley Foundation; fundraiser
for student outreach. $6 for adults and
students, $3 for children, $15 for families

Monday
•8 a.m. Book and Music Sale; in front of
Waterfield Library; COs $3, hardbacks $1,
paperbacks 50 cents,
•6 p.m. Home-cooked meals provided by
church groups; Wesley Foundation. free

Coming Up oct s:ap.m. Lovett Auditor!·
um; Ashley Monroe, tickets can be purchased at
the door or thrOUQh Ticketmaster for $10

.:........ ....................................
.
Now Playing
·

..:Letters

.
: Movies begin at 7:30 {'.m. in the Curris :
! Center Theater. Admtssion is free.
!
..•••...••.••...•.....
.••..•••. •••••..• .....•.

Sept.20

Tuesday

l

Wednesday

ISept. 21

8:S6 a.m. A caller reported a pos•8 a.m. Book and Music Sale; in front of sible
abusive
relationship
Waterfield Library; CO's $3, hardbacks $1, I between a resident and a student
paperbacks 50 cents
who lives off campus. The caller
refused to identify either student.
•10 a.m. Fall Career Fair; third floor Curris
I
Center Ballroom; call 809-2907 for more 1 12:S9 p.m.. A caller from Pogue
Library reporte(l a large s,nakc in
information
1
•S p.m. Student Government Senate meet· , front of the building. Facilities
Management was notified. The
ing; Curris Center Barkley Room: students may share issues; open to the public
animal was captured and released
•6 p.m. Restaurant tour; meet at the Wes- off campus.
8:31 p.m. A student in the resiley Foundation across from White College: car pool to local restaurants: open to
dential college circle reported a
vehicle occupied by two men who
the public, $10
•7 p.m. Christ Ambassadors, Weekly
were using foul language toward
students while driving in the cirWord and Worship; Curris Center Theater
cle. An officer stayed in the area,
but no contact was made.

Thursday

•S p.m. Leadership Workshop Series; Curris Center Mississippi Room; program and
event planning: call 809-6953 for more
information
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International: "Water";
Curris Center Theater; free
If you would like an evaat to~
the thi$ Week sectio~ fill out a form in

the Murray State~ qffice •~•au~m

son Hall, fax to 809·3175 or e-iiiait
mation to news@murraystate•
Please submit events by W~
at noon. We .cannot guata.at" aU·keqll
will be published.

Tired of wasting paper?
Visit thenews.org
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Police Beat

6:S8 a.m. A caller from Wilson
Hall reported someone removing
fliers from a bulletin board twice
•8 a.m. Book and Music Sale; in front of
a week and throwing them away.
Waterfield Ubrary; COs $3, hardbacks $1,
Information was taken.
paperbacks 50 cents
8:22 a.m. A caller in front of
•3:30 p.m. Faculty Senate meeting; Curris
Alexander Hall reported a vehicle
Center Barkley Room
•S p.m. Campus Activities Board Meeting; 1 hitting a street sign and driving
off. The sign was laying in the
Curris Center Tennessee Room; open to
grass. The Murray Police Departthe public, guests welcome
ment was notified.
12:0S p.m. A caller from the Curris
Center requested Emergency
Medical Services for a person
who fell. The person was transported by EMS.
3:16p.m. A caller from White College reported being stuck in an
elevator on the first floor. FaciUties Management helped people
off the elevator.
S:l7 p.m. A caller from New Clark
College reported a squirrel on the
••
file photo
third floor. Central Plant was
•1 p.m. Volleyball vs. Southeast Missouri;
notified.
Racer Arena
I

Cinema International

: Water (Canada, India): Oct. ll-13
: Lone Star (USA): Oct. 18-20
! Children of Men (USA): Oct. 25-27
From lwo Jima (USA): Nov. 1-3

briefly

Sept.22
12:06 a.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Cornelius C.
Denman, a non-student from
Memphis, Tenn., for driving with
a suspended license.
1:19 a.m. An officer near Racer
Arena reported people had a public announcement system and
were making excessive noise in
front of W hite College. The people were told to tum off the PA
system.
2:38 a.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported an intoxicated
person in the parking lot. The

Sept. 20
:2:03 a.m. A caller reported two people nnt;;unUUJlg
dressed in black with their faces covered on 16th and
Main Streets. The people were located and
dressed as ninjas. They live on Main Street and
\walking home.
officer requested Emergency
Medical Services for possible
:;eizure activity. The person
refused EMS.
3:00 a.m. Murray State Police
arrested Steven P. Scales. from
Bartlett, Tenn., for alcohol intoxication.
11:16 a.m. A caller from Hardee's
requested assistance with a person who was panhandling for
money and causing traffic problems. The person was not panhandling. The person was having a
car wash. An officer told the per·
son to stay out of the street.

Sept.23
9".36 a.m. Officers were told to
look out for a stolen boat and
trailer from Marshall County. Ky.
S:Sl p.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported a large piece of
car found in the parking lot. Central Plant was notified.
6:04 p.m. A child at the Public
Safety building appeared to be too
small to ride in a car without a car
seat. The child was actually just
tall enough to ride without one. A
verbal warning was given for having no proof of in.c;urance.

Sept. 24
12:34 p.m. A caller requested to
spenk \\oith an officer about a student trying to hurt oneself. Murray Police Department had trans·
ported the student to Four Rivers
Behavioral Health Center. A
report was taken..
7:01 p.m. A caller east of Richmond College reported hitting a
parked vehicle. An officer took n
report.
9"58 p.m. A caller in the Q.uad area
reported a tree limb across the
sidewalk northeast of Wilson
Hall. Central Plant was notified.
U:27 p.m. The residence director
at Richmond College requested
an omcer to check on an intoxicated resident. The resident was
told to stay in their room for the
night. A report was taken.

Sept.2S
5:21 a.m. A caller notified Public
Safety that ROTC would be train·
ing in the morning with mock
weapons around Blackburn and
the lndu~try and Technology
Building.
11:47 a.m. A caller from Faculty
Hall requested Emergency Medical Services because a student
passed out. The student refused
transport by EMS. An officer
escorted the student home. A
report was taken.
4:16 p.m. A caller from the Biology Building requested an officer
check on an odor on the flfst
floor. A contractor was using a
gas power saw on the roof and the
fumes were being pulled intl' the
building. The contractor stopped
work.
6:53p.m. A caller from Fast Track
·reported vehicles blocking the
sidewalk. The caller was in a
wheelchair and could not get into
Fast Track. A parking citation was
issued.

Sept.26
1:14 a.m. A caller from Hester College reported a student may possibly trying to burt themselves.
Officer reported the student gave
no indication to anyone that they
wanted to hurt themselves. A '
report was taken.
2:S6 p.m. An officer backed over a
sign at Public Safety. Transporta·
tion services were notified and an
accident n·port was taken.
S:l6 p.m. A caller from Winslow
reported a smuking urn outside
the building. A Winslow employee and an officer poured water
into the urn. The Murray Fire
Department was notified.
Motorist assists - 3
Racer escorts - 2
Arrests -1
E'mily Wuchner and Alaina Zanin
compile Police Beat with materials
Public Safety provides. All dispatched calls are not li.~ted.
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SAFETY

POLICY

From Pagel

From Pagel
their concerns at the public
forum, but the topic of the addition of sexual orientation to the
University Policy was a milestone
for being the first affair in the
Board of Regents' public forum.
"It's an extreme honor and
privilege that the Board is allowing a student. who's concerned
about the University, to voice
their opinion." Jones said. "It
makes a statement that if yuu
have something that needs to be
considered. the Board has given
you the place to speak."
With this distinction among
several topics presented to the
Board of Regents, Jones said the
p roposal for revision would benefit Murray State.
"I think that it will definitely
send a statement to the campus
community that Murray State

treats everyone fairly ... Putting
out an image that Murray State's
not going to allow someone to be
abused, they're going to make
students and staff feel encouraged and respected," Jones said.
President Randy Dunn said the
matter of adding sexual orientation to the University's Policy is
one the Board of Regents has simply acknowledged, but has not
responded.
"There is no call by the Board
to study this, it is simply the presentation is made)" Dunn said.
"It's just an opportunity for any
group to come and address the
Board.... I think I have a responsibility to do some research on
this particular situation and look
at what other campuses have
dune and if it's appropriate to
make a recommendation to the

Board. (The Policy) is for the
University to make a statement to
the students, to the community it
serves, that we don't discriminate," Dunn said.
The non-discrimination policy
is one Dunn said is valuable to the
Umversity, but said inconsistency in the University Policy baffles
him.
"Why that was never, also,
included in he University nondiscrimination statement, I have
no idea," Dunn said. "It seems
odd to me that it would appear in
one place and not in another."
For those students with their
noses closely against the Umversity Policy, they may see other
aspects or polices that could use
revision.
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.pbclps@murraystatc.edu.

think CPR is more technical and not
everyone knows it. The machine tells you
step-by-step what to do and anyone can
use it. I think all the buildings should
have them if it could save a life. "
Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.

State has them on campus.
Moreland said she thinks AEDs should
be part of the safety procedures professors address to students at the beginning
of the year.
"It's just one more precaution," Conner
said, ''It could be a part of a first aid kit. I

READING
From Page l
campus activities related to the book throughout the year. She said many freshman read
the books but if participation ever declined "it would force us to look at the choices
we're making."
Some past Freshman Reading Experience books include "All Over but the Shouting''
by Rick Bragg. "Nic;kel and Dimed" by Barbara Ehrenreich "Rocket Boys" by Homer
Hickam, "Tuesdays with Morrie" by Mitch Alborn and "Dreams from my Father" by
Barack Obama. Higginson said the most successful books were "Tuesdays with Morrie"
and "All Over but the Shouting."
Emily Wuchncr can be reached at emily. wucbner@murraystatc.cdu
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Opinion Edit or: Jim Burch
Phone: 809-5873

University finally steps toward.tailgating tradition
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
There's nothing better than a
Saturday afternoon football game
in the south.
It's the perfect opportunity to
get together with friends, enjoy
the weather and experience a collegiate sport that's as historical as
almost any other.
College football goes hand in ...
nand with college tailgating. . '
Across the coup.try, on hundreds
of college campuses, thousands of
students gather on Saturday
mornings to celebrate in their
favorite team apparel before kickoff that afte.rnoon. It's a beloved
tradition that's almost as classic

as college football itself.
Despite the strong tailgating at
nearby Southeastern Conference
and Big Ten campuses, the festivity has yet to really catch on at
Murray State.
The University has no actual
policy that prohibits tailgating at
the Roy Stewart Stadium parking
lo~ . but certain restrictions against
alcohol on campus have kept tailgj:!,ters away in the past.
UfltvtrSi!Ytr.xe)ideqt- ~awcij
Dunn told The News tailgating
was a significant part of his college football game experience and
that he encourages the beginning
of a new tradition at Murray State.
"Tailgating is as much a part of
college football as donning your

team's' favorite jersey," he said.
"It's part of the atmosphere of
great college football."
Concerning the ongoing issue of
alcohol, Dunn said University
police will not go sticking their
heads in every tent and car if they
don't have a good reason, but they
will closely monitor situations so
safety, security and respect
toward other fans who want to
have a good time is not jeopar-

ruzect
One of Dunn's ideas to meet the
middle ground for tailgating is to
have a separate family area for
community members to enjoy the
pre-game festivities without getting caught up in the college-kid
atmosphere.

Whatever ideas may be on the
table, we are relieved to now have
a president who wants to bring
tailgating back to Murray State
and is truly looking to meet students' demands.
Dunn said as long as tailgating is
done respectfully, there will not
be a problem. That is certainly
good advice considering, we as a
student population, have the
chance t<;> ~tart a great college
tQ)ttiijf ~ftion;
It doesn't matter what the issues
have been in the past, the current
underlying message is simple - If
you CQrne to have a good time,
while being respectful and
responsible, then tailgating will be
revived at Murray State.

what do you think...
What tailgating changesdo you want to see at football game?
'I think there should be people that go
around and offer door prizes or raffle
tickets to increase attendance."
Alison Welch • Belleville. Ill.
sophomore

"I think it would be a good idea if there
was a centralized cornhole game instead
of all the individual ones."

Rachel Just • Louisville. Ky.
junior

"More Halo 3 and fireworks.·
Calvin Cranor • .Paducah, Ky.
sophomore

"I think it needs to be advertised more so
we get more people tailgating.''
Raymond Hopson • Houston, Texas
freshman
Caitlin Dunnagan/The News
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Hookah smoking harmful trend
In My

Opinion

Judy
Lyle
Judy Lyle is a
health educator
and staff nurse for
Health Services.

I've often beard over my many years of
being a nurse and health educator that
knowledge does not necessarily change
behavior. I choose, however, to be an optimist and believe maybe that, for some students I come into contact with, this is not
the case. So, with that thought I am prepared to take on the subject of hookah.
I appreciate The Murray State News•
inclusion of some health information in its
Sept. 7 article, "Hazy Hookah - Tradition
Turns Murray Trend;'' I would like to reiterate a few points and share a few others.
The World Health Organization has this
to say about hookah: "Using a water pipe
is not a safe alternative to cigarette smoking. A typical one-hour water pipe smoking session involves inhaling 100 to 200
times the volume of smoke inhaled with a
single cigarette. Even after it has passed
through water, the smoke produced by a
water pipe contains high levels of toxic
components, including carbon monoxide,
heavy metals, including arsenic and lead,
which naturally are not good for the user
but equally bad for those inhaling the
smoke second-hand and cancer-causing
chemicals."
One of the patrons of our new hookah
bar was quoted saying that "smoking
hookah takes patience, allowing time for
contemplation, relaxation and dee~
thought." While it is true that this is "nothing like smoking cigarettes," the patience
and time involved allows the user to
inhale a lot of smoke. Just like regular
tobacco, shisha contains nicotine. And
guess what? Nicotine is addictive.
This same patron said that when smoking hookah, "you take deeper breaths, as
smoke doesn't hurt lungs. You feel lightheaded and more relaxed."
Who are we kidding here? Of course
smoke hurts lungs - it paralyzes the cilia,
which help rid the lungs of impurities.
This, in turn, increases the chance for
upper respiratory infections. As the user
takes deeper breaths, he or she is getting
more of the drug nicotine - and yes, it
does make you feel light-headed and
relaxed.
The thought that inhaling hookah smoke
does not burn the lungs, so it is not
unhealthy, is a ltlyth. The truth is that
hookah smoke does not burn the lungs
when inhaled because it is cooled through

The Facts About Hookah
• Compared to a single dgarette; hookah smoke is known to contain:
• higher levels of arsewc, lead and nk:kel
• 36 times more UU'
• IS times more carbon .monOXide
• Smoking a hookah requires taking longer and har<:ler ~.~
ing levels of inhaled nicotine and ~· ii the lungs.

• The longer the hookah sesSiol), tbe more nicotine and ~ ~ •·
,takes in
• A 45- to 60-minute hookah session exposes the smoker to~
mately the same amount of tar and nicotine as one pack of dptettts.

...

• Sharing mouthpieces witho\lt washing theJP. can~ ~:d$k
of spreading colds. flu and infections-even oral herpes.

• Hookahs increase the risk of cancer, heatt diSease, tun, damase
and dental disease.
• Do not think that if you are just visititlg a hookah bar, that f9U are
in the dear. There are still high levels oe damaging secondhand
smoke to aU who are present.
water in the base of the hookah. Even
though the smoke is cooled, it still contains carcinogens and it is still unhealthy.
Hookah smoke is just as dangerous as
cigarette smoke. Hookahs generate smoke
in different ways - cigarette smoke is generated by burning tobacco, while hookah
smoke is produced by heating tobacco in a
bowl using charcoal. The end product is
the same - smo~e. containing carcinogens.
Burning charcoal has another end result carbon monoxide.
Here's another question. When in a
hookah bar, sitting around with your
friends and sharing a bowl of shisha, are
you also sharing the pipe? How about the
water in the hookah? Any thoughts as to
when that might have been changed or the
hookah cleaned?
Aside from the dangers of the tobacco
and smoke, there are also the health risks

of sharing hookahs. When was the last
time you turned to a friend and asked
them if they have ever had fever blisters,
also known as herpes simplex? Some of
the risk factors for bacterial meningitis are
close contact, use of tobacco and alcohol,
sharing dishware like drinking glasses, and
cigarettes. Now we have to add hookah
pipes.
I love the statement from another
patron that "the hookah bar is a really cool
place to go because there's a lot of different mindsets and values that clash." It is
wonderful to mingle with others who have
different ideas and perhaps different cultures from you. But I don't think you have
to harm your body when seeking enlightenment and relaxation
Hope springs eternal - maybe someone
out there is listening and will take this
information to heart.

.. -

Publicity whores capture moreattention Jhan news
In My

Opinion

Rockelle
Gray
Rockelle Gray is
the former Opinion
editor for The
Murray State
News.

I£ I haven't gotten your attention with
the headline, I know you aren't going to
spend the next lS minutes reading about
someone's opinion, and if you do, the flrst
few paragraphs better be the best read of
your life. So here goes.
I would rather spend 10 minutes on the
Internet filling my head with celebrity
gossip, .tdySpace (or Facebook, jfyou prefer) comments and CNN headlines than
watching NewsChannel 6 for an hour or
reading the New York Times from cover
to cover for 30 minutes.
Why? Because I have the Saved-By-the·
Bell-Perez-Hilton (celebrity blogger, not a
relation of Paris Hilton) Showbiz-Tonight
syndrome. And if you are a child who
grew up with the TV as a baby sitter then
you know what I mean.
The news networks have a maximum of
flve minutes to inform me about current
news and 30 minutes to solve a problem
(maybe an hour if it is "Law & Order:
SVU" or "CSl"). Yes, I have been desensitized by the media because as a child, I
watched TV. It didn't matter what the
content was because the outcomes were
usually the same. There would be a problem with the character and in 30 minutes
would evolve a conclusion.
It is unrealistic to think the media is
somehow going to go back to the Edward
R. Murrow days of investigation. We want
our news fast, whether real news or
tabloid, and if there isn't an update in 24
hours, we are done with the issue. Do you
remember the bridge collapse in Min~

nesota? How many people died? When are
they rebuilding? As quick as the tragedy
grabQed our attention, it escaped from
our consciousness.
I sometimes wonder if President
George W. Bush didn't say "9/ll" or "terrorist attack" in every speech, if the
attacks would have faded into the back of
our minds like the Oklahoma City bombings.
I remember being excited to watch
presidential speeches - and yes, I am a
political nerd - but now, I just watch to
see how many times the president stumbles over his words. I get mad because it
is cutting into "American Idol."
I apologize to the older generation that
think the current media-filled celebrity
obsession is corrupting our minds. But we
weren't the ones who set ourselves in
front of the TV and turned it on. It was
my parents who sat me down to watch
episodes of "Saved by the BelL"
The truth is this we don't care about the
real issues. God bless You Tube for trying
to get us involved in the presidential
debates, but after the statue of Saddam
Hussein fell in 2003, that was it. I was
over the war in Iraq. So it doesn't matter
how many investigative articles New
York Times publishes, how many AlQaeda tapes are replayed or what the
presidential candidates say about getting
our troops out of Iraq. I don't care.
I know. As a journalist, I am supposed
to believe in the importance of investigative reporting, but the truth is, I am more

intrigued by People.com every morning
and finding out the latest about Britney,
Lindsay and Paris. Yes, I detest their
actions and know celebrities are publicity
whores, but at least when I wake up, there
is something new to read or see.
Some positive news, however, comes
from this news - I learn my life isn't that
bad. I have never done drugs, my child
has always had a car seat and I have never
been arrested, which seems to be normal
in Hollywood.
And perhaps, disappointingly, we may
not get back to the kind of journalism that
means anything. Yeah, the Jena 6 controversies make us think about the inadequacy of our judicial system and racial coverage. The Iranian president's visit to the
United States makes us proud that we
have a constitutional right that allows him
to speak freely, but what about tomorrow's news? Every news topic is either
recycled or vanishes into Wikipedia or
some other unreliable source that college
students will quote in their research
papers because it is easier to get information off the Internet than go to a library
and look at a book or scholarly journal
The only way back to real news is
through the next generation. We are lost
souls. Instead of setting children in front
of the TV so parents can get a minute's
peace, we should be reading them a book
and playing classical music for them. Easier said than done, but unless you want a
repeat of Britney, Paris and Lindsay's latest gossip, it's the only solution.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Amnesty International not
political, writer maintains
In last week's issue of The Murray
State News, Michael Skaggs addressed
an editorial directly insulting the foundation of Amnesty International.
I beckon him to take another look
out his window, and again calculate
the great fort\lnes we enjoy as American citizens, and then consider a few
things.
Do you think that because we are
not first-hand witnesses to the harsh
realities of those persecuted around
the globe we can sit in ignorance of
human rights violations? Furthermore,
~

$-

Write to us

do you not think, as fortunate citizens
of the United States, that we must be
the ones to change current policy
around the globe?
One cannot, with an open mind,
e~ct Amnesty to solve subjective
national problems, speciflcally in
Syria, North Korea, Cuba or Iran. People in these countries live differently,
but they are still human Anmesty
International respects their differences while still supporting a universal standard of human rights.
On Aug. 10, Francisco Chaviano
Go.nz3lez, president of an unofficial
human rights group in Cuba, was

released after 13 years of wrongful
imprisonment thanks to Amnesty
International's petitioning.
The United States is a focus because
the American people can, in unity,
make an impact with the fortunate
freedom of speech and assembly that
its citizens are granted.
Amnesty International cannot solve
all the world's problems. People like
you and I absolutely must take a stand
in saving our world. Amnesty International is composed of people that join
to create action against wrongdoing.
Why do you not Lead advocacy against
issues you feel are unjust?

Being pro-life is a choice - Amnesty
will not stand on its political foundation - Amnesty International is neither
conservative nor liberal. What
Amnesty International does stand for
are universal, objective human rights
standards, not political policy.
I believe apathy to be the truest of
all evils, and I speak out through
Amnesty. I urge you to follow your
convictions and speak out in some
way as well
Megan Parks
Senior
Symsonia, Ky.

according
to jim ...

'Jena 6' should be
about justice, not race
As I watched thousands of black protesters march across the
streets of Jena. La., on
TV, I thought about
the movie, "A Time to
Kill."
The movie, staring
Samuel L Jackson as a
man who is charged
with murder after
killing two white men
who raped and killed
his daughter, is a story
about a lawyer who
vows to give a black
' Jim
Burch
man a fair trial in the
South.
The differences between the fictional
setting of the movie and the real life
tragedy of the "Jena 6" are va!:lt and far
between, but there are similarities if you
really think about it.
Both involve a black man under trial by
an all-white jury in the south. Both
involve significant national attention and
both, most certainly, involve the ever
most sensitive issue of race.
But the biggest difference between "A
Time to Kill" and the "Jena 6" is whether
or not race should even be a factor at all.
The movie, based on the novel by John
Grisham, sets up the plot to portray Jackson's character being treated unfairly by
the racial injustice of the South. But the
true "Jena 6," which brings the same
racial tension to the table, must take so
much more into consideration before
making it "black versus white."
Now, as a white man, it's hard for me to
give my opinion over such a racially
charged issue without sounding jaded
because of the color of my skin, and I suppose my reputation as a shock jock
columnist doesn't help much either.
But I'm not coming to you as a white
man, but simply as a man who is sympathetic toward the tragedy of hate in a misunderstanding community.
I'm not just talking about tbe tragedy of
what appears to be a young black man
who is mistreated by a justice system that
favors whites. I'm talking about the
tragedy of racial hatred, whether that
hate comes from Justin Barker, the man
hospitalized from the "Jena 6" beating, or
Mychal Bell, who is currently held in jail
The fact that nooses were hung from
the tree of a high school campus is a
tragedy. The fact that the Jena school
board overturned the expulsion of those
responsible is a tragedy. The fact that the
"n" word was carelessly thrown around
to cause an unnecessary flght is a tragedy.
And the fact that the whole chain of
events left one high schooler in the hospital and others behind bars is an enormous
tragedy.
But the biggest tragedy of all is that
there is still racism, after so many years
of progression and civil rights. in this
country.
rm not here to tell you whether l think
Mychal Bell should be charged with
attempted murder as an adult. We don't
know all the facts yet, So I can't fully pass
judgement on the entire case. Whether
you're white, black or any other nationality, there are still details from this whole
mess that need to be resolved before a
true conclusion can be made.
There's a CNN commentary I read this
week that I found interesting. It was written by contributor Roland S. Martin and
be challenges the readers to take race
completely out of the "Jena 6" equation
and ask themselves the following questions:
• If you heard that six teens had beaten
up another teen leaving him unconscious,
would you think that those accused
deserved to be tried as adults and face
upward of 80 years in jail?
• If a group of teens hung a noose on a
tree, and the principal recomJiiended to
expel them, and then the school board
overruled them, what would you say
about that?
• Priol' to Justin Barker being beaten,
another teen (who was black) was beaten,
and no charges were ftled against the
(white) students in that case, would you
question the district attorney's action in
Barker's case?
Granted, that last question did involve
race, but the concept does give an interesting perspective when considering how
influential race can be when a crime
involves two different ethnicities, especially when that crime is highlighted on a
~tiona! level.
So next time you find yourself judging
the "Jena 6," ask yourself what the caliber
of the crime is before the color.

Jim Burch is the opinion editor for The
Murray State News. He can be reached at
james.burch@murraystate.edu.
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ALL THE BELLS AND WHISTLES

Around Campus
University opens graduate student lounge
Students may have noticed an added feature to the Curris Cen·
ter as they venture to and from classes.
Charles Houston, coordinator of multicultural recruitment and
retention. sees the new graduate student lounge in the Curris
Center as one of many necessary steps toward establishing a
stronger graduate community on Murray State's campus.
"I have talked to some graduate students who said that on
occasion. they sit in their cars between classes because they have
no place to go," Houston said.
Houston said the lounge would function as a place where students could socialize as well as study for their classes.
But the ambition involving Murray State's graduate student
program extends beyond a study lounge.
In a broader scope, the ultimate ambition of a graduate center
would be to house all the programs, admissions, and anything
else involving graduate assistance in one campus location.
Through efforts such as the new lounge, Houston hopes there
will be a greater appreciation for the graduate and program, and
its students which the University emphasizes.
"We are hoping that graduate students would see that we are
progressive toward a better facility and better accommodation
for our graduate students," Houston said.
"In that way, students would become better leaders and would
become more of a corporate leader on campus."

Oftidals announce outstanding parents
Steve and Regina Geary, from Beaver Dam, Ky.• were named
the outstanding parents, according to a university press release.
The Geary's were nominated by their child, Kori, a member of
Hester Residential College.
Students wrote essays explaining why their guardians should
win the award and a committee reviewed the entries before
selecting a fmalist from each residential college. The outstanding
parents will be recognized during the Parent and Family Connection cookout Saturday. The parents will receive items like an
engraved plaque and a dinner gift certificate. The parents will
watch the football game from the President's box.

Elaine Kight/The News
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Stephen Brown practices the University's new carillon Tuesday. The Instrument plays preproorammed chime patters and hymns.

Donations buy new carillon
Clayton Vertrees
Staff writer
Murray State students may be
alarmed by the resounding tunes
heard while walking to class, but those
noises are not a figment of the imagination.
The University's new carillon plays
preprogrammed chime patterns, religious hymns, as well as the University's Alma mater.
Murray State's carillon uses electronics to deliver a sound comparable
to that of traditional bells while still
allowing the instrument to be used in
buildings like Doyle Fine Arts, which
lacks a tower needed to house bells.
"We had a carillon before that last·
ed about 35 years and then gave up,"
Music Department Chair and Music
Education Coordinator Dr. Pamela
Wurgler, said. "When the old one
went out, it wasn't usable anymore.
We couldn't even force it to play."
Without necessary funds to pay for
a replacement carillon, the humanities
and fine arts department made a list of

diminutive than this one," Brown,
desired equipment.
Eventually, alumni Charles and
said. "The carillon has grown over the
Marlene Johnson of Carrier Mills. Ill.
years and the sound is better. It
made a major contribution toward the
sounds like bells, but isn't really-it's
new carillon.
simulated."
The remaining cost of the instruAlthough the new bells can be heard
ment was paid through a partnership
from long distances across campus,
among the offices of the president,
Brown said at present, the instrumen·
provost, and vice-president for Instit's capacity is only at 8S percent.
tutional Advancement & Alumni
"You have factors," Brown said. "If
Affairs, and dean of the college of
you have it too loud. you will bother
humanities and fine arts.
people taking tests, and we're right
"We have been without bells on
opposite the library."
campus for about five years now and
Brown said the carillon is much like
the pipe organ. Both instruments have
we're fortunate through the generosity of a donor and the campus adminis·
a similar number of keys, but instead
trative to put together enough money
of pipes the carillon's sound comes
to get a new, frrst class carillon for the
from its bells.
campus," Wurgler said.
The instrument's setup allows Dr.
• For Stephen Brown, professor of
Stephen Brown to perform live conmusic, some of the most impressive
certs inside Doyle Fine Arts to be
aspects of the new carillon are its
broadcast to the surrounding campus.
If students wish to enjoy the sounds
close resemblance to authentic bells
and the instrum.ent's vast array or
oC tlie carillon's 'funes die playina
tones. The professor, a caritroneilr,
~M~'lite 9 a.6\.~'itbbn, 3 at.tn., ~~ plit~
also stresses the sheer 'power' of the' ' 1 111~ Alma mater plays at 6 p.m.
new instrument.
Clayton Vertrees can be reached at
"The last carillon we hati was more
james. vertrees@mu"aystate.edu:

Alum, Van Hooser to speak on campus
Nationally recognized consultant and keynote speaker Phil
Van Hooser will speak at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday in Wrather Auditorium.
Van Hooser was former president of the Alumni Association
and is current vice president of the National Speakers Association. His visit is sponsored by the College of Business and Public
Affairs, Omicron Sigma Kappa and Alpha Kappa Psi. Admission
is free, for more information contact Mickey Miller at 809-5309
or mickey.miller@murraystate.edu.

Murray Idol competition dates set
The University will name the Murray State Idol on Oct. 17.
Residential colleges are holding competitions to select their
top singer. Winners from each college receive prizes. The overall winner will receive a $500 scholarship while the runner up
will receive $250. For more information about residential college
competition, contact your college head.

Coi"i'ection

in the'S'~~·i. 21 issue oftfle'Uurray state News, the number o(
Murray State students receiving Pell grants were incorrectly
stated. About 2,400 to 2,500 students receive them yearly. The
News regrets the error.

Announcing the 2007 Study Abroad Fair Photo Contest Winners:

I st Place: Randa Gozum
"Patio de Los Lenos in the Alhambra"
Taken in Granada, Spain
Summer 2007

2nd Place: Carrie Chady
"A small poor village, and the boys face says it all;
happiness"
Taken in Cuanajo, Mexico
Summer 2006

3rd Place: Heather Stroupe
"Flora of the Australian Landscape"
Taken in Botanic Gardens,
Sydney, Australia
Summer 2006

Murray State Study Abroad Office
165 Woods Hall
Murray. KY 42071
270.809.2277
studyabroad@murraystate.edu
www.murraystate.edu/studyabroad
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The Murray State News highlights an
interesting Fact about an administrator or
staff member every two weeks.

Spotlight

Garland 'can't help falling' for Elvis
Emily Wuchner
News Editor
Carmen Garland bad her
future planned at age four.
When asked what she was
going to be when she grew up,
Garland's answer was always,
"I want to grow up and marry
Elvis Presley."
While some adults were
apprehensive about letting
their children listen to Elvis,
Garland had the "cool parents," who were supportive of
her taste in music. They took
her to movies and bou_ght her
· albums, to which she danced
around the house. Her dog's
name was Elvis and she even
had a plastic doll that bore his
name.
"Some of my friends had
parents who were a little
more conservative and they
weren't allowed to go see
Elvis," Garland said. "From
the way I was brought up, my
parents didn't tell me Elvis
was a bad influence or he was
a vile creature that was going
to ruin all the teenagers. We

didn't see Elvis in that image
at all."
As a child in Jacksonville,
Ill., Garland's next-door
neighbor went to an Elvis
show in Las Vegas. On his
return, he brought a black and
white glossy photo signed,
"To Carmen, love Elvis." The
picture sat on her bedside
table where she would gaze
nightly at it.
Then Elvis met Pdscilla.
''I shredded that picture,"
Garland said. ''1 was so burt.
Tape was absolutely no
option whatsoever. I tore it in
little bitty pieces."
Years later, after talking
with friends, she began to
wonder if the picture was
actually authentic or if her
neighbor signed it as a gift.
"It's one of those things I'll
never really know, but down
deep in my heart, I'm going to
pretend Elvis signed it," Garland said.
As special assistant to the
vice president for Student
Affairs, Garland remains a
loyal fan. Her office in Ord-

way Hall serves as a shrine to ,
her hero, complete with photos, a rug reading "Don't step
on my blue suede shoes," and
a plastic guitar with popcorn
in it as a treat for her student
workers.
At home, she occasionally
uses her Elvis cookbook when
preparing meals and can't
pass up watching one of his
movies.
"If a movie comes on at 11 at
night, I'll stay up and watch it
just because it's Elvis, even
though I've seen it 5,000
times," Garland said.
She even danced with her
son to Elvis' "Can't Help
Falling in Love" at his wedding.
And while she could be
described as more than a fan,
Garland still has not made the
trip to Graceland, though she
said the trek could happen in
the future.
"I've always thought that
you have aU these silly,
screaming, crazed people that
hang onto the gates and go
through the house and cry

and on and on." Garland said.
"I think they're just so goofy
because Elvis wasn't one of
these crying, waste-your-life,
mourning people. He was the
king."
Garland said Elvis is her
favorite performer not only
for the type of music he sang
or the movies he acted in, but
for the happy endings. She
also said his appeal to all age
groups is unique.
"When I think about Elvis,
it just makes me happy," Garland said. "I don't think about
the troubled part of Elvis and
the drugs and the life that he
chose to lead later on. I never
think about that. I just think
about him like the music and
the movies. They were always
just happy. They always had a
happy ending. And I am one
of those people that just
always likes happy endings
and that just kind of fits my
personality, that life should
have happy endings."
Emily Wuchner can be
reached ar emily.wuchner@
murraystate.edu.

Misty Hayes/ The News

Carmen Garland, special assistant to the vice president for Student
Affairs's office in Ordway Hall is full of Elvis memorabilia.

Student preSents project at international conference in Japan
April Whitten
Staff writer
A student's hard work can take him or her
many places- graduate school. an internship, a
job or perhaps Tokyo, Japan.
Holly Mowery, junior from Murray, applied
and was accepted to the 27th annual Dioxin
International Symposium on Halogenated
Persistent Organic Pollutants, a conference in
Tokyo, Japan.
To be accepted to the conference, Mowery
submitted a paper based on her research on
pharmaceuticals and personal care products.
"Research on pharmaceuticals and personal
care products appealed to me because I was
able to learn about the negative effects pharmaceuticals can have if they persist and accumulate in the environment after leaving the
body.'' Mowery said. "Environmental pollution such as this is an important issue regarding the health of humans and wildlife."
Mowery's research consisted of taking samples of water that bad traces of azithromycin,

a commonly used antibiotic, and urobilin, a
breakdown product of bilirubin in intestines,
from the Waste Water Treatment Plant in
Murray.
According to Mowery, these products
reside in the body and once they are released
they can be spread into the environment and
water systems.
Once this has happened, they can re-enter
the body and cause people to become sick.
This can also make the body resistant to the
product, and if taken in attempt to restore
one's health, the body may not respond to the
drug.
In short, Mowery attempted to find out how
much of these drugs were residing in our
water systems and how to prevent further
contamination.
Because of the lack of equipment, Mowery
was not able to analyze and test the samples
Murray.
Mowery went to the Environmental Ptotec·
tion Agency lab in Las Veg.aS and analyzed her
samples under the supervision of research

•

chemist Tammy Jones-Lepp.
Once Mowery had fmished her research,
she submitted her paper and was selected,
along with SOO others, to attend the conference in Tokyo, Japan.
"Everyone else there had, like, their Ph.D.,"
Mowery said. "I really don't know why they
let me go."
Mowery attended the conference from Aug.
31 to Sept. 5. While at the conference, Mowery
presented her research and took questions.
She also viewed other presentations.
"It was a really great opportunity because I
got to meet the No. 1 chemists in their fields,"
Mowery said. ''If other students who are also
doing research have the chance, they should
apply for any conferences and international
conferences."
Bommanna Loganathan, Mowery's mentor,
associate professor of chemistry and 2007
Distinguished Researcher, had actually
planned to attend the conference in Tokyo to
present his own research.
"Holly came to me and asked if there was

anything she could work on. I gave her this
idea," Loganathan said. "It has been a big
problem in recent years."
Mowery went to work on this project and
was able to attend the conference with
Loganathan to present her own information.
Loganathan said Mowery was very prepared and deserved to attend the conference.
"Miss Holly Mowery has been working with
me for the past one year," Loganathan said.
"She is a very sincere, hardworking and conscientious student. She is a fast learner, very
careful and gives attention to details. She is
greatly interested in environmental pollutants
and their effects on human health."
Not only did Mowery's hard work and
preparation get her to Tokyo, but she was also
helped by the Undergraduate Research and
Scholarly Activity Office.
Loganathan said the office offers grant
money in order to support student _project
research.
April Whitten can be reached at apriL whitten
@murraystate.edu.

Kentucky Mock Election
and Voter Registration
Tuesday O ct . 2
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
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Staff steps up to challenge ••• and scale to lose weight
Amanda Crider

Starks :;aid she uses the Mayo Clinic because it
includes nil the nutrition information. which is
necessary for learning how to stay healthy once the
probrram is over.
What began as a television show to help 12 con·
"The goal of this program is not just to have
testants live healthier lives has now directly
someone lose weight. but to make them healthier,"
impacted the lives of 12 staff members at Murray
Starks said. "We do not tell participants what to eat
State- the Biggest Loser has come to Murray State.
or how much to exercise, only tips on how to
The program is open to any staff member who
improve overall health."
wants to try to lose weight and learn to eat healthy.
In addition to leading the program, Starks is also
. Communications Operations Supervisor of Pub·
a participant in the Biggest Loser and has lost 12
lie Safety Misty Starks is one of the leaders of the
pounds since her weight loss journey began.
program and said the idea for it came from a Staff
"I had several health issues and needed to lose
Congress member who expressed an interest in livseveral pounds to make my health better." Starks
ing a healthier life.
said. '1 thought that participating and having sup·
"We have various speakers which will present
port from others in the program would help me
topics such as weight loss, reading labels, nutrition,
stay focused . Also, since I am the main person from
exercises for weight loss. holiday cooking, etc.,"
Staff Congress leading the program. I knew what I
Starks said. "Each meeting. healthy tips and recipes
wanted to sec happen during a program such as
are handed out. The weeks we do not have a meetthis and thought I could make sure others in my
ing, an email is sent to all participating that
includes healthy tips and two recipes. At the end of ' condition could benefit from it.
"I feel better and am more active. Since the pr~
the
semester,
participants
will
be
compared to other participants to determine the gram began, I have started exercising more and am
currently walking 25 miles a day."
winner."
The winner for this semester's Biggest Loser
The h~alth tips and nutritious recipes used for
contest will be decided at the Staff Congress
the program come from mayoclinic.com and
Christmas party in December and will receive
include healthy versions of chicken strips with
prizes donated from various local businesses. The
honey mustard and Philly steak sandwiches, tt>
factors involved .in determining the winner will
name a couple.
BMI
include blood pressure
Also, the Web site provides healthy alternatives
and weight loss.
tQ ~I' reduce th~ amount of fat, *ks.ol. sodiAnyone who still w ishes
um and sugar in ~Is. For cxamp~! hfton can be
:semester should contact Misty Starlcs"at'JIJ09-22:W
substituted with ·Italian ham and butter can be
Amanda Crider can be reached at am•~naa.cr
replaced with a mixture of applesauce and short·
@murraystate.edu.
ening.
Staff writer
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It's that time again ...

Mr. MSU 2007

11111111 11111111
Sept. 28 at 7 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium
hosted by
Alpha Omicron Pi
Tickets will be sold at the Curris Center Sept. 24-28,
Winslow Dining Hall sept. 24-27,
and Lovett Auditorium the night of the show!
All proceeds benefit the Arthritis Foundation and the
American juvenile Arthritis Association.

$5 Advance Tickets
$7 at the Door

Racer Taste Test Night
Free pizza samples
from local restaurants

Vote for
your
favorite
and

win!
1
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Downer leads women's team to 4th place, men snag 2nd place
Tim MacAIIlster
Staff writer
It was a successful weekend for both
the men and women's golf teams last
weekend at the Elon ColJege Sea Trail
IntercolJegiate in Sunset Beach, N.C.
The women were led by sophomore
Andrea Downer, who won the event.
Women's Head Coach Velvet Milkman
said Downer was very consistent with
her iron play, keeping herself in good
shape by setting up short and easy putts.
Due to the close approach shots and
the easy putts, Downer frequently came
up with birdies. She saved the best for
last and shot an 18·hole 70 on her way to
victory.
She was joined by her teammates in
shooting strong scores.
The team earned a fourth-place finish
with the help of Downer, freshman
Alexandria Hinteregger who finished
11th and junior Bethany Yates, who took
16th primarily due to a strong final ·
round.
"We worked hard in practice and it
feels good for it to pay off." Milkman
said.
The men also fared well. As a team
they fm.ished second only to the host
team of Elon. The Racers were led by
sophomore Nick Newcomb, who fmished 8th in an ultra-competitive field.
The Racers faced some unfamiliar
foes at Sea Trail this past weekend, and
despite this, the blue and gold collectively shot nine under par in the first and
final rounds. Junior teammate Mitchell

Moore fmished 13th and senior Jerry
Price was right on his heels with a 16thplace finish.
Sophomore Jared Wolfe and freshman
Cameron Carrico shared 37th place each
shooting a score of 218.
The women will be traveling to North
Carolina once again this weekend for the
Western Carolina Great Smokies Invitational.
It is one of the largest tournaments in
colJegiate play, with 25 teams attending
the tournament. This included some of
the same teams they faced in last weeks
tournament including Elon, South
Alabama and Xavier.
Milkman said she hopes Downer and
the rest of her team can keep their play
up and finish strong this weekend.
The men are hosting the Murray State
Invitational this weekend.
Coach Hunt said he is excited about
how his team is playing going into their
tournament, and added that he feels the
team is going to compete well in the
OVC this year. Last year the Racers finished fourth in the conference.
"We will be ok," he said. "Eastern (
Eastern Kentucky University) has
brought everyone back and Jacksonville
State will be good, but I feel like we are
a good team as well."
He said he hopes that recent history is
an indicator of future success. In the
three years of its existence, the Racers
have won the Murray State invitational
every time.
Tim MacAllister can be reached at
timothy.macallister@murraystate.edu.

Rick Burress/Contributor

photo courtesy of athletic department

Sophomore Andrea Downer led her team to afourth-place finish at the Elon COllege Sea Trail Intercollegiate, and captured top
honors for herself.

Freshman Alexandra Hlntereqger throws a stroke at the Sea Trail Intercollegiate. The freshman
chimed In at nth place at the tournament

t

Racers prep for Jacksonville State
Tim MacAllister
Staff writer
Another bard test of Racer football
comes this week as conference foe Jacksonville State comes to town.
Although the Gamecocks of Jacksonville State are 1·3, the record is not
necessarily indicative of the program's
quality.
So far, the Gamecocks have faced a
tough non-conference schedule including former powerhouse Memphis Tigers.
It will be hard for the Racers' staff to
Know exactly what to expect of the Jacksonville State team. Over the course of
this season Jacksonville has been inconsistent, Jacksonville State Head Coach
Jack Crowe said.
"We go from the first week of not having an offense to week four having 511
yards of offense and having trouble scoring in the red zone," Crowe said.
The offensive efforts have slotted Jacksonville State quarterback Cedric Johnson 38th in the nation in total offense.

The powerful offense of Jacksonville
wiU be something that the Racers will
have to get a handle on. The Racers gave
up 48 points last week to another pofent
offense, Tennessee Tech.
This time around, the Racers will be
faced with a running quarterback and a
couple of good running backs. Although
the defense has struggl~d a bit in the last
couple of games the offense has been
clicldng. Over the last two games the
offense bas scored a combined total of72
points.
With any luck, freshman quarterback
Jeff Ehrhardt should be able to pick on
the fellow freshman corners for Jack·
sonville State.
"It's looking like JSU is having some of
the same problems we're having," Racer
Head Coach Matt Griffin said. "They're
playing as many young players as they
have in a while."
The Racers have met the Gamecocks
for the past four years, with this weekend's meeting being the fifth.
The Racers took the first meeting in

overtime but the Gamecocks have won
the last three.
The Racers will not see the same
Gamecocks team they have seen in past
years due to a shift in offensive philosophy.
The Gamecocks have what is commonly referred to as a "running quarterback,"
and like many teams around the country,
the Gamecocks have spread out their
offense and gone with an offense closely
resembling West Virginia or Florida's
high-powered offenses.
The irony in this is the Racers have
also spread out their offense and quarter·
back Jeff Ehrhardt is also capable of taking off at any moment. This new look
offense has a higher potency for both
teams and fans for both teams should
expect high yardage in both teams'
columns.
The Racers meet up with the Gamecocks in Roy Stewart Stadium at 3 p.m.
on Saturday.
Tim MacAllister can be reached at timothy.macallister@murraystate.edu.

The Sports Line...
TV Events
Saturday: FOX @ 2:55 p.m.
MLB Baseball
Cubs at Reds

Sunday: CBS @ 3:15
NFL Football
Broncos at Colts

Murray State Events

Saturday: ESPN U. @
2:30p.m.
College Football
Louisville at N.C State

Sunday: ABC @ noon
Nascar Lifelock 400, KC
Speedway

Tonight: Soccer @ 7 p.m.
Murray St. at Jack. St.

Saturday: Football @ 3 p.m.
Stewart Stadium
Jacksonville State at Murray State

Saturday: Volleyball @
2p.m.
Murray State at
Austin Peay

Sunday: Soccer @ 2 p.m.
Murray State at
Samford
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Staff writer
introduces
sports column
Hello sports fans. I'd like to welcome
you all to a new, old section of the Murray State News
Sports Section.
We'll call it the
Aaron Zone.
This is the first
column of what 1
hope to be my
two-cents worth
about both Murray State sports
and sports on a
national level.
I know what
you are saying out
t!!ere - at least
Aaron
those of you who
Weare
missed out on last
Staff Writer
week's issue of the
News. You're saying where's my regular
column written by the incomparable
Tommy Dillard. For those of you living
under a rock for the last few semesters,
Tommy D was the sports editor here at
the News and he's moved into that scary
realm that we're all studying toward - the
real world.
I know I've got some big shoes to fill in
writing this column; I just hope 1 turn out
like Steve Young, and not Quincy Carter.
I'm going to take this opportunity to
introduce Aaron Weare to you.
I like long walks on the beach, kittens...
walt that's a different publication.
In all seriousness. 1 love sports, sports
and sports. I'm a sports junkie, and my fiX
is a good college football game, sprinkle
some March Madness and throw in a
pinch of World Cup and you've just barely scratched the surface of my need for
sports. If there's a competition, I want to
know who won and bow.
Some of you may recognize my face
and name from last fall. That's right, I am
that Aaron Weare, the returning Murray
State News college football pick 'em
champion. Unfortunately I'm beginning
to"look like the defending NFC champion
Chicago Bears, and my early repeat
efforts arc looking pretty weak.
Now onto our beloved Murray State
Racers. I can't wait to provide another
weekly perspective on big games and the
team's that create them. It is that time of
year, well kind of with the 90 degree
weather still hanging around. But as
October approaches it means one thing,
-conference football season is heating up.
Our young Racer squad will welcome
Jacksonville State on Murray State's family weekend. I don't know about you guys
out there in reader land, but this game
screams statement game to the rafters. I
think it's safe to say the Racers will be
looking to capitalize on an opportunity to
stun the Gamecocks on family weekend,
and I for one can't wait to watch it happen.
For my buck, there isn't a better time of
year than fall when every single college
football game means something.
The way I see it, every weekend is a
playoff for these guys because the last
time I checked I don't remember seeing a
team with two losses win the national
title.
So yes, Florida taking on Auburn will
be a big game, even though Auburn isn't
what everyone thought they would be.
· West Virginia can take the opportunity
to show they are for real when they take
on"South Florida on Friday night.
Friday night! What's better than a great
weekend of college football? For those of
us who really have the fever - California
and Oregon will have the game of the
week, which we can see the end of after
the Racers take on Jacksonville State.
I, for one, can't wait.

Umpire Marshall Welch calls Clark's Brandl Knight out as she slides into home during an Intramural softball game at Central Park.

photos by Elaine Kight/Tht• News

ome.

'em
Residential
colleges step up
to bat in
intramural
softball league

The Regents intramural softball team celebrates their victory over Elizabeth.

Richmond first base coach Whitney Lacefield applaudsher team. ...

. ...
Aaron Weare is a staff writer at The MurState News. E-mail comments to
~a ron. weare@murraystate.edu.
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Immanuel Lutheran
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Stacey Sholar anticipates Regent's final at·bat against Elizabeth.

Allison Ridenour connects with a pitch in Hart's game against Clark.
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CWD,EHD
New letters,
same story

Racers sweep Florida opponents
Get the brooms out ladies
and gentlemen; the Murray
State women's soccer team
swept their two-game r oad
trip to southern Florida this
past weekend.
The Racers, winners of four
. of their last five games, head
, into this weekend's Ohio Valley Conference season opener
with momentum on their
side.
Friday's first game saw the
Racers down Florida International 2-1 in Miami. The Racers put the first score on the
board in the 13th minute on
the foot of senior forward Jen
Nowak. It was Nowak's sec·
ond goal of the 2007·2008
season.
,
1
At the half, the game was 1: 0. In the 52nd minute, the
1
Racers scored again, this time
courtesy of freshman mid1fielder Katie Wilson. The goal
was also Wilson's second goal
of t he season.
"We started kind of slow on
Friday," senior midfielder
Kara Carlile said. "We
weren't communicating very
well or meshing as a team, but
we kept it together and put
two goals in, and that's what
you have to do."
Florida
International
scored its only goal late in the
game, in the 88th minute, to
set the final tally at 2-l. The
Racers took six shots, with
three shots on goal. Sopho·
more goalie Tara Isbell
stopped four shots for the
Racers.
The road trip's most exciting game came on Sunday
when the Racers faced off
against Florida-Gulf Coast.
Florida-Gulf Coast scored the
first goal of the game, and
that's where the score
remained heading into the
second half.
"We got some chances
early in the game," Carlile
said. "'We just weren't converting on them."
Florida-Gulf Coast put in
another score in the 56th
• minute, to take a 2-0 lead,
which turned out to be the
calm before the Racers'
storm.
The Racers' first goal came
on a penalty kick in the 74th
minute, when junior midfielder Renata Figueira was fouled
In the box.
J> "After the penalty kick the
·girls played more aggressive·
ly, pushing the ball more,"
Head Coach Beth Acreman
~ said. "They were very aggres·

I remember a few years ago when the .
chronic wasting disease (CWO) spread
from central Wisconsin to northern lll,i·
nois. I admit, I was
wary of hunting and
eating deer shot in
the area, but after
learning about t he
disease, I saw no
threat. CWD cannot
be spread to humans,
and there is no evidence that eating
meat from an affect·
ed deer is harmful.
Mass hysteria was
among hunters as
Steve
rumors circulated the
Miller
internet. The media
and
anti-hunting Outdoor colu.mt:lisi
groups added fuel to
the fu e by reporting false informati~n..
The rich tradition of hunting in the cwp,
outbreak areas was at risk.
A few years later. many go about their
fall rituals as they had before the disease
was making headlines. In fact, the predic·
tion that the Illinois deer herd would be
decimated has turned out to be wrong. .
Only 186 deer in Illinois have been con: ,
•
firmed to have CWO.
Kentucky has never confirmed a case Qf .
CWO, but hunters may be worrying abo.ut
the outbreak of Epizootic Hemorrhagic .
Disease (EHD). EHD is a virus spread by
biting insects. The symptoms are fever.
labored breathing and swelling of the
head, neck, tongue and eyelids.
As I follow the reports of the mo!lt
recent outbreak ofEHD.l am reminded of
the chaos CWO has caused. EHD is nQt' '
foreign to Kentucky deer. Outbreak; ,
occur regularly every five-to-seven years.
The disease will stop spreading as soon .as .
Mother Nature delivers the first frost of
the fall. Never before has it had an effe~ :
on reproduction rates. The intense out,
break of this year, particularly in the pur- :
chase region of Western Kentucky, . is
' because of the severe drought. More deer ·
congregate around watering holes where ·
the insects live.
Early season deer hunters may be wo;- •
ried about eating venison this year, bul
there is not much to fear. Of course, you
should not eat a. deer that may be hifec!cd. Also, common sense tactics such as
using latex gloves while field dressing a
deer should be used whether or not there
is a threat of EHD.
•
Like CWD. Mother Nature will take '
care of EHD and there is really nothing ·
we can do about it. You may see a slight
decline in local deer population that may •
make a bunt more challenging, but if you ·
are a serious bowhunter, you are familiar
with overcoming the difficulties of the:
sport.
•

l

Steve Miller is the outdoor columnist , '
and staff writer at The Murray State
,,
News. E-mail comments to steven.miller@ ;
murraystate.edu.

[Bass anglers compete in national tourney
•
Sarah Tinsley

Staff writer
When fall season rolls around,
most spor ts fans have football on
the brain. But try to look beyond
the pigskin and instead focus on
another sport: fishing. And the
Murray State Bass anglers could
be just the team to pique your
interest.
The bass anglers are set for the
~ational Collegiate Bass Fishing
Championship this week in
:"rexas. The tournament is taking
'place on Lake Lewisville, just outside Dallas and Murray State
claims two of the 86 teams partic·
ipating in the event. Lake
Lewisville, which had been
:Closed to the teams prior to Mon'day, opened up for practice on
Monday morning.
"We've been out here all day,"
junior angler Drew Snider said.
We basically practice from sunup to sundown. We get tired of it
when the fish aren't biting, but we
h ave to do it to know where the

.

fish are."
Monday and Wednesda)'
marked practice days for the
teams. with the actual tournament beginning Thursday and
ending Saturday. Ulose practice
days gave the team an opportuni·
ty to gauge where to throw the
lines during the tourney.
"Practice was good," Snider
said. "We found a pattern and
kind of found out where the fish
were and what they were doing.
So that will help us in the tourna·
ment."
The tournament is set up so
each team fishes for the first two
days. Then, the scores arc tabulated and the top five teams get
asked back to play on the third
day. Though winning the tourna·
ment is the ultimate goal, making
it to the third day is a feat in
itself..
The Murray State bass anglers
reeled in the championship title
at last year's 2006 nationals on
Kentucky Lake, and. of course,
are trying to do the same this

year.
"We're pretty confident at this
point but it could be 50/50,"
Snider said. "It just really
depends on how the fish are biting and who docs what."
A first-p lace victory would be
celebrated for more than one reason. Not only could the Bass
Anglers boast the title of national
champion, but the group could
also find itself $14,000 richer if it
finds itself in first place.
Some think fishing to be a sport
of luck, but Snider disagrees. He
maintain that the sport requires
knowledge that can only be
acquired through practice and
hard work.
"No, no you have to have a lot
of knowledge," Snider says. " ...
We just love what we do. And
you know, anybody can go out
with a night crawler and get a
bass. But not everybody can find
a five-pounder that's hiding down
there."
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Racers take tourney victory
Autumn Boaz
Editor-in-chief
• Losing three matches in a single competition would normally
put the women's tennis team in a
sticky situation, forcing the team
to win its next match in order to
record a best-of-seven victory.
But by losing only three matches
at the University of Arkansas' sixteam fall invitational last weekend, the women's team came
home with a close to perfect
record.
"(The players) had worked
very hard (in practice) the past
two weeks," Women's Head
Coach Connie Keasling said.
"They've been playing strategies
and working on reading what
their opponents were trying to do
to them. Being at this tournament
gave us an opportunity to put all
all that into match play. We left
that tournament a much better
team then when we went in."
The Racers' recorded 32 total
wins after notching 22 singles victories and 10 doubles wins in
what seemed to be a non-stop,
three-day tournament in Little
Rock, Ark.
"'Despite the 35-match undertaking, sore bodies and shortages of
breath were not a problem for the
• .Racers who have been practicing
since cary August.

..'

~~¥olleyball

"Our conditioning base from
their practices bas made it possible for us to play hard on day one,
but recover for day two, play hard
on day two and recover for day
three," Keasling said.
Freshmen Ashley Pierson and
Alexis Webb and sophomore
Angela McGahee led the way for
the Racers each winning four singles matches, giving the three
women 12 combined wins.
Junior Adriana Alvarez, sopho·
more Lynsey Bochenek and
freshman Katelyn Fulcher tallied
three wins a piece knocking out
teams from Little Rock. Louisiana
Tech, Northwestern Louisiana,
Louisiana-Monroe and Central
Arkansas.
Along with wining 22 singles
competitions, the Racers went ·
undefeated in doubles play.
Doubles play for the Racers,
regardless of the 10-win weekend,
is still a guessing game for the
squad, Keasling said. At this
point, the doubles pairs have not
been established, but Keasling
doesn't mind the mystery and
said it was. in fact, something that
she liked about her young players.
"By mixing up partners, we are,
right now, growing more with our
strategy, as opposed to our familiarity with each other," Keasling
said. "In the past, it was always

Elaine KighVThe News
Adriana Alvarez hits a return shot during practice recently.

team wins three straight OVC matches, sit at 5th in conference

Sarah Tinsley
Staff Writer

•

the opposite. We're just doing
things in reverse this year."
With the loss of three vital
seniors from last year's roster. the
team is still searching for a superstar. Keasling, however, said the
team's performance is proof that
each woman is sharing the role.
something she hopes persists
throughout the 2007-08 season.
"... T hey like knowing that anyone can play any position. They
don't feel the pressure of 'oh, I'm
in this position and 1 have to win
this position'."
The men's team was also in
action last weekend at a tournament hosted by fellow Ohio Valley Conference member Austin
Pcay.
( The match was not scored, but
Men's Head Coach Mel Purcell
said the event gave his team a
headstart on the spring season.
Each player competed in three
singles matches and three doubles matches at last weekend's
event.
"It was hot - it was in the 90s
there," Purcell said. "So that was
another thing, just getting them
out there in those conditions.
Sometimes I like to go to these
tournaments to because it's good
preparation for the OVC tournament and spring play."
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autumn. boaz@murraystate.edu.

The volleyball team continued its winning
season last weekend when it swept fellow Ohio
Valley Conference squads Eastern Illinois and
Southeast Missouri Sate.
The team faced the Panthers of Eastern lllinois in Charleston. The Racers won all three
matches 30-28, 30-19. and 30-27. Throughout
play. MSU had 53 kills, with senior Tare
DeMagc and freshman Sara Hayden combining
for 28 of them.
"They had a gTeat weekend," Head Coach
David Schwepker said. "They were really consistent and that is what we want, is that b.igh
consistency level from the whole team."
• In the first game, Eastern Illinois was leading

12-9 when the Racers sprang into action and

went on a run and scores four straight points to
nab the lead 13-9. T he rest of the match was
even-fought, with several ties occurring. With
the score tied at 27-27, the Racers managed to
bump the score up to 30-28 with a block and two
kills from DeMage.
In the second game, the Racers found themselves in another tie. this time at 12-12. And
again, went on a run to score four points and
move them into the 16-12 lead. The server was
junior libero Heather NorrLo;, who earned this
weeks' Ohlo Valley Conference Defensive Player of the Week award. When Murray State was
leading 2).-18, they scored five straight points
with sophomore setter Cassie Chesney serving.
"We served pretty tough and that was a big
turning point for the team," Schwepkcr said.

"That's something we've been working on a lot outside hitter Becca Lamb helped give the Raein practice."
crs a win.
In the third game, Murray State had a 21-17
The third game was a tough one for both
lead after scoring five off the serving of teams. Neither team had bigger than a three
DeMage. The Panthers cut the lead but the Rae- point lead the whole match. MSU led 21-20
ers ended the game with a kill from DeMage.
before going on a run to score three straight.
The team had the same success' against With the Racers ahead 29-24, a Redhawk error
SEMO. In the flrst game, Murray State took an gave Murray State the game.
early 9-3 lead under the serving of DeMage and
"We played a good game," Schwcpker said.
the outside hitting of junior Alison Muglcr. The "We blocked well and we're not usually a very
Redhawks inched closer but couldn't take the good blocking team.
lead from the Racers.
After last weekend, the Racers arc in fifth
In game two, SEMO came out strong with a place in the OVC standings.
14-10 lead. With the score at 27-23, Murray State
"We're trying not to think about that,"
scored four stra~t un__jffir____Mugl r'_tserv.iwf,t9 • ~W~Mi4t... .':\Y.~'lr l ust trying to focus on
tie it up. The rest of the game was a battle, with us and do what we have to do."
the Racers vying for game point more than once.
Sarah Tinsley can be reached at sarah. tinsA block by DeMage and two kills by freshman ley@murraystate.edu.

The Ladies of Alpha Omicro~ Pi
-would like to invite the following
to their 2007 Crush Dance:
J.Jenkins
Fipe Proenca
Robert Scott
Bea Spartls
Philp DuVentre
Kent ChiiHier
Josh Blnynski
DmiThompson

Kevin Bogard
Chris Wade
AndyKMs
Cyris Hines
Logan Stout
Am-on Slager
Leonard Matlock

~Bon

Ron Iuton
Mason C.ter

Brooksr.er
lacll Snith
JteGI.t
LaMon Heath
John Logan Wood
Tanner Lear
Jacob Haley
Ben MeMirtry

Dusty Egbert
JnnyPowell
Ryan Sblm
Justin Arnold
Robert Ragar
Clris Hampton
Brad Greenwell
Bryan Nixon
SethDnel
lacUy Baker
AustiiWyatt
JtnOher
Daniel . .
Ross Smith
Justil Hendrick
Anlhw Rtbbins
lucas Men
Bryce Dalrymple
Tyl« Owen
Mathew McWhorter

Jamd Rudesl
Clark GWaltney
Derek Nance
Ryan Stephens
Chance McC0111eH
Blyan C.-denas
JnanGrey
Torey Motre

WesEdwns
W'ew Gressawl
Derek McCuist•
OP lkCWJbins
RyanSdUer
Coin Lee
KyrusH~oo

Bobby Maclaughlin

Wllmtman
Daniel Fukuhara
Jacob Caddas
Alex Metzger
Wes Overstreet
Davy Keatts
Jeny Harp
Dariel Ani

YtiHont
Ryne Mahteoth
TreyTIIdel
Justil Fams
Jarod Key
Tyler Htloway
Mikel Headfent
Rustil Webster
Darrick Pinksten
Nate Roberson
WesCjjen
Michael Rhea
James Akin
Cody Adams
Lucas Swatzel
Ridlard Jthnson
Lopn Schwetbnan
Deaver Moss
Sam Toby

Tyler larson
Seth Mcintyre
Paul Lewis
Wil Robinson
Kamy Moorbead
John Jerrersen
Brock lhl1ba'
Hilder Brown
Tayler Jolllsen
Phip Berri
BollbyPetts
Jnny C6s

JTSI!inr
Ross Calahan
HOIIIIn oms
FllkeWente
Q-eg tknkey
Trey Vincent
Marshall Welch
Ben Lemond
Tyler Green
Marte MOITis
Joseph Raby
Adam Scott
Wes Neale
Al*ewBac:kman
Robert Hobson
Adanl Els
Justil McGregor
Justil Greer
Justil Frizzel
Jake Tllldell
Greg Hllller
Lt*eWelch
Jolmthan McDaniel
Dn Draper
Doug King
Kyle Davis
Roq Martin
Eric Sapp
Stefan Grasljler
Lilcoln Kent
Jamie Leidoff
Mike Gowen

Wednesday Oct 3, 9 p.m. - I I p.m., Courtyard of Sorority
Suites, Semi Formal Dress. If you have questions, ask an AOm
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The line says...

College
Football
Picks

Tommy Dillard
Contributor
Last week: 4-6
Season record: 26-14

Steve Miller
Sports Writer
Last week: 5-5
Season record: 26·14

••

~

0

~

~

~

0

#6 California at #11Oregon
Kansas State at #7 Texas

Autumn Boaz
Editor In Chief
Last week: 6-.4
Season record: 24·16

Aaron Weare
Sports Writer
Last week: 5-5
Season record: 25-15

~

.: #5 West Virginia at #18 South Fl.
•
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ft''
0
~

#13 Clemson at Georgia Tech

MIAMI (flORIDA)
VIRGINIA TECH
COMNECTlCUT
IOWA

n

SOUTH CAROl.lHA
A1ttiY

14
6+

NAVY

z

Mississippi state
Temple
All Forte

BALL STATE
CENTRAl. MICHIGAN

16+
3
16+
I
21
5

Butfllo

MlchiQan
Syracuse

UTAH
OREGON
nORIDA STATE

Allblma
Mlss1ulppl

FU~IDA

T7+

40

Auburn
ucla
IWNOIS
MlchiQan State
Iowa State
Kansas State
Nevlda-las VeQas
Texas-EJ Paso
TULANE

21+

COLORADO

T7
7

Plttsbur9h

OREGON STATE
Penn State

WlSCONSIN
NEBRASKA
TEXAS
NEVADA

Indiana at Iowa

•

21
14
4

z
zo

Clemson

3
Z3
20

ARIZONA
Attzona state

Air Force at Navy

3+

7+

10

I PURDUE
BrkJbam YotDJ

I

z

HOUSTON
louisville
Ohio State
Southern california

~

9+

22+
6

z

14+
14
Clndnnatl
MIDDLE TENN STATE 12

Samford at Eastern Kentucky

Northern IIHnols
NORTHWmERN
fiiiAMI (OHIO)
utah State
tallfomla

Z+

~

Louisville at N.C. State

14

Duke
North carolina
Akron
Indiana

15

louisiana state
VAfllERBI.T
Oldahoma
TEXASABI

#22 Alabama at Florida State

T7+

GEORGIA

SMU

#21 Penn State at Illinois

24

Eastern M~n

Blytor

£1st carolina
N.C. STATE
GEORGIATECH
MINNESOTA
WASHINGTON
Notre Dime

NEW MEXICO
WashkiQton State
STANFOIID
SAH DIEGO STATE
florida lrUmatlonal
Danny Sheridan

'Football team falls at Tech
Stafflteport
Two-hundred eighty-three yards through the air couldn't keep
Murray State competitive in a 48·24 loss Sept. 20 against Ten·
1
nessee Tech, especially after the Golden Eagles racked up 279
•rushing yards at home against the Racer defense.
The Racer defense, so far, has given up an average of 44 points
per game. One of the Murray State's most notable players has
been linebacker Tamar Butler, who has recorded 24 tackles in
the past two games.
Head Coach Matt Griffin didn't duck the loss, s~aking frankly
about the quality of the team's play.
·
'"This past game. I know I sound like a broken record and our
coaches sound the same, but we've got one guy not doing his job
and 10 who are doing their jobs on a given play," Griffin said in
Monday's media conference. "It's not always the same guy making the mistake. The easiest way to correct that is with person·
nel change, but what do you do? Replace a freshman with a

freshman? Does that make us better?"
"There is no excuse for assignment mistakes. not at this point
in the season. I look at myself first, then to the staff and how
we're teaching them."
To add to the issues on defense, special teams problems also
continued to plague the Racers. While punter Sean O'Brien aver·
aged a respectable 41 yards per punt, the Eagles averaged just
over 18 yards on punt returns. giving the Racers scant breathing
room for their offensive efforts. In addition, Tech brought a
kickoff back 76 yards for a touchdown, and averaged 25 yards on
the other three returns.
Griffin was somewhat enigmatic about the special teams play,
blaming the play on himself.
"I did something in the game that went away from our identi·
ty," he said regarding special teams. "I went away from what we
do. We won't do that again, if we're a second-year team or a
fifth-year team, we're going to get back to our foundation, back
to the basi~"
Now 1-3 and 0·1 in conference the Racers are looking at Jack·
sonville State on Saturday.
Jacksonville State is 1·3.
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We are simply Christians
without being members of any denomination.
We invite you to visit and study with us .

---

Hear the "'Good News" ...
Oct. 7- 12

~

Bob Buchanon

I

't,•

Sunday Bible Study
Sunday a.m. Worship
Sunday p.m . Worship
Monday - Friday

•••

•

!

•
I

•

I

.
••
.....
...
...
~

~

10 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
6p.m .
7 Nightly

94 West

~

~

We meet at the corner of
Doran Rd. and Holiday Dr.

c

·~

Please call 753-3800 or 489-2207 for
further information, transportation
needs or answers to your quest ions .

Murray H.S.

. -----

Wesl Murray Church

sisters of '6lpha Delta Pi would like to
coqgratulate our nem{y initiated Delta members
of the tpsilon Omicron chapter! Coqgratulations
to the luckiest ladies on campus,

~

Delta Pi

. fiNESl: FOR[VlR. SINC.f. 1851.

8 0 4 CH:ESTNUT ST.

••I

Freshman Antolnne Lightfoot carries the ball against Lambuth sept 15.

~

Gotta Get Some Gatti's
Buffet Is now open all
day ever dayl

Elaine Kight!The News

.+ Kristen tlrentsen +
+ ~essica Bickwermert +
+ f inds@ Burns +
+ 1arah Calvin +
+ Colleen Campbell +
+Sarah Chert!J +
+ Paula Cissell +
+ faura Darst +
+ fJJnds@ Davis +
+ Whitn@ 3rench +
+ Waty 1fensl@ +
+ ~essica ffildebrand +
+ f inds@ 1fopkins +

+~essica 1\amhlerJell +
+ futy fove +
• faura mullins •
• 1\aJJla OISJOWJJ +
+ tl!yssa Reiman +
+ 1feather Scheibel +
+ fauren Schmidt +
+ Catherine Sleadd +
+Sable Snow +
.
...
.
+ tlnne Starnes + ...
+ Clarissa Turner
+ fauren Wheatl@ +
+ Kristina Whitehair +

•l\l

===

Visit us online at

www.westmurraychurch.com

Holiday Dr.

Yi1it thenew1.019
..

We would also like to welcome the parents and families to WluiTty ...
State's Parent Weekend! Coqgratulations to our sister Korl §eaty's ::
parents, R(qfna and Steve §eaty, for bei11.9 selected this Jim's .~:
WJSU Parents of the Eear!
~=~.
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Former professor shares life,
relives moments from past

ove

Casey Northcutt
Staff writer

photos courtesy or Arlie Scott

Staff Sergeant Arlie Scott was aprisoner of war during World War II.

.

Students often spend hours immersed
in movies about beautiful love stories or
gut-wrenching war epics. But, if they
took the time to visit the little gray
house next to Elizabeth College, they
could hear genuine tales of love and war
from the lips of a man who lived them.
Former Agriculture P rofessor Arlie
Scott was born on Dec.. l, 1919 to John
and Elizabeth Scott. His father owned
land near On ton, Ky., so the boy grew up
knowing the feel of a plow and the smell
of livestock as he worked on the family
farm.
"I had about four to five cows to milk
every morning and every evening, and I
fed about 30 head of hogs on average,"
Scott said. "And I had to walk two miles
to school and be there by 8 o' clock. That
was standard procedure."
The years passed, and Scott eventually pooled his money with his brother,
Shelby, to buy their own farm. In 1940, a
year after the purchase, Scott left Kentucky fields and small towns to fight in
World War II.
After serving several months in the
United States, Scott said he found himself in a train station in Hope, Ark., with
his platoon on the way to Mansfield, La.,
for military maneuvers. Schoolchildren
stood to watch the soldiers milling
through the terminal.
"I wrote a note and put my name and
address on it," he said. "Sgt. Arlie Scott,
Company A, Sixth Division, Armored
Infantry, Fort Knox, Ky."
In addition to his name and address,
the soldier penned a single sentence:
"When you are sliding down the banister of life, be careful and don't stick a
splinter in you r future."
Then, be passed the note to a random
little boy and instructed him to deliver it
to his older sister. The boy didn't have
an older sister, but he had a cousin
named Maxine Price.
"We started correspondtng, and eventually, she became my wife after the
war," he said.
"She was wonderful," Scott said. "No
husband could be more proud than I was
of her."
But before the young man could marry
his love and carry her over the threshold
of their home, the military sent him back
into the thick ofWWII.
While fighting in North Africa, German soldiers captured Scott.
"For you," one soldier told him. "the
war is finished."
At the time, Scott said he had no idea
what the soldier meant. He soon found
himself shipped to Italy, where he and
fellow U.S. soldiers became the country's first prisoners of war and, consequently, its trophies.
"They put us on trucks and paraded us

all around Sicily, honking horns and so
forth," he said. "Some of the Italians. of
course, had relatives in this country, and
they were crying - you could see the
tears roll down their cheeks and faces.
And others would spit on you, so you
had both kinds (of people)."
Scott said the worst part of his twoyear imprisonment was the lack of food.
His diet was comprised of dehydrated
rhubarb and German black bread, and if
it hadn't been for Red Cross parcels
occasionally divvied out by German soldiers, he said he would have st~ed.
"It's something that I hope nobody
else has to go through," he said. "I
weighed 162 pounds when I was taken as
a prisoner of war. I weighed 121 pounds
when liberated."
In Aprill945, Russian forces invaded
Scott's camp and sent him home. He
married Price soon after stepping onto
American soiL
"l got discharged the 30th day of
August, 1945, and we were married the
ninth day of September."
Scott went on to graduate from the
University of Kentucky with Bachelor of
Science and a Master of Agriculture
degrees. In the fall of 1949, he began a 35year career as an agriculture professor at
Murray State University.
During this time, he established the
Future Farmers of America Field Day,
served as adviser to the Agriculture Club
and played a major role in establishing
Alpha Zeta, the agriculture honorary fraternity.
"Murray State was a good place to
work," he said. "The Lord was good to
me and afforded me the opportunity of
touching the lives of many young people,
for which I am grateful."
He and Maxine also raised two girls,
Jayne Katherine and Carolyn Elizabeth,
in a bouse next to Elizabeth College.
Now, after his children have grown up
and his wife has died, Scott still owns
that home, although surgery has recently
forced him to move to an assisted living
hotne.
Matthew French, sophomore from Big
Sandy, Tenn., stumbled upon the small
house last year.
He knocked on the door and now visits Scott a few times a week with his
wife, Abigail French, junior from Paris,
Tenn., and their son. Hunte r.
Mostly, they sit with him and listen to
the former prisoner of war and retired
teacher tell stories about his eventful
life.
"He's a very humble person." Abigail
said. "He realizes that he's bad a very full
life, and he's very thankful for all of the
blessings in his life. At the same time,
he's been through a lot and he realizes
that it's because of God that all of this
came together."
Casey Northcutt can be reached at
casey.northcutt@murraystate.edu.
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Scott was an agriculture professor at Murray State for 35 years.

Arlie and Maxine Scott In June 1947 on their farm In Webster County, Ky.
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-Vegetarian lifestyle in Murray challenging but possibl¢Becky Pasldevich
College Life Editor

If you are clueless about tofu cuisine or you are under the
impression a veggie burger is prepared by watering it, you are
not alone -vegetarian lifestyles are a mystery to many.
laura Holt, graduate student from Murray, didn't know much
about vegetarianism before she committed to the diet. She ini·
tially just wanted to lose weight.
She did not have a transition period for her vegetarian
lifestyle. Instead, she simply chose a date on the calenc\ar, Aug.
I. and stopped eating meat from that day forward.
"It was kind of a challenge to see if I could do it." she said.
She said the biggest difficulty in being a vegetarian is eating
out, because sticking to the diet is tricky when it comes to the
food's preparation.
"You have to get a salad instead of mashed potatoes and gravy
because it could be beef gravy."
Holt attributes the Jack of awareness to Murray's small-town
mentality.
"(People say) 'Oh you're a vegetarian.' as if they've never
heard of it before," she said.
Holt said since becoming a vegetarian. people quiz her about
how she is getting protein in her diet. Because Holt is not a
vegan, meaning she eats dairy products made from animals Like
cheese and milk, she gets her protein and other nutrition from
these sources. Eggs, peanut butter and vitamins are other
sources of nutrition for Holt.
"A lot of times people don't understand that you caQ. still get
your nutrition from other things than just meat," she said.
Holt said that she feels healthier as a vegetarian.
"My eating habits have gotten a lot better," she said. "I'm trying different things instead of sticking to the normal thing when
I go out to dinner."
Before becoming a vegetarian, Holt said she didn't eat much
meat anyway.
"I mainly ate chicken," she said. "I never was a huge steak person so it really wasn't that hard for me to cut (meat) out completely."
She said she wants to continue her vegetarian lifestyle, but
knows non-vegetarian temptations exist during the holidays.
"(This is) something that I'm going to have to (follow) day by
day," she said. "It's something I plan on doing for a while, if not
forever."

Misty Hays/The News

An employee at Peach Blossom health food store In Murray shows Vec}etarlan options available for purchase. Peach Blossomand Gloria's World
Villaoearetwo popular spots for Vec}etarlans to shop.
Holt offered her opinion and advice for those considering
switching to a vegetarian lifestyle.
"I don't think it's hard (being a vegetarian) by any means," she
said. "To really do it, it has a Jot to do with will power and setting your mind to something."
Holt also omitted soda from her diet in her efforts to be
healthier and has lost eight pounds since Aug. 1.

Visiting Assistant Professor of Nutrition Kathy Timmons said
despite the myth, one does not necessarily lose weight by
switching to a vegetarian diet.
Timmons said if you are a vegetarian who consumes dairy
products and lives on milkshakes and grilled cheese sandwiches,
then the diet will not help you shed pounds.
She noted that many people who choose to be vegetarians
have a stronger interest in health, which could be where the
notion originated.
"You can still eat meat and live a healthy lifestyle," she said."...
But if you don't eat any animal foods then you might need to take
a Bl2 supplement."
Timmons said a vegan, on the other hand, would probably
consume fewer calories than a non-vegan. Since a vegan diet
consists of mostly vegetables, fruits and grain, which lack saturated fat and excessive calories, weight loss is possible.
She said a variety of reasons for leading a vegetarian life exist.
Health preferences, animal rights concerns and religion are main
motivators.
Kala Chakradbar, professor of social work, is a vegetarian
because she follows Hinduism and personally prefers the
lifestyle.
"Because cows are sacred animals in India, that is avoided in
the Hindu religion," Chakradbar said. "Within the religion there
are other castes that are non-vegetarian, but the community I
belong to is strictly vegetarian."
She said Indian food is hard to find in this area of the country
and can be expensive. Chakradhar shops at Gloria's World VIllage or drives to Nashville to fmd authentic Indian cuisine.
She grew up in India and moved to the United States. four
years ago.
Chakradhar said it was hard for her to adjust in the U.S.
because fewer vegetarians live here compared to India.
Chakradhar said eating out is difficult, bu t not a major issue
because she enjoys cooking at home.
"In India (we're) used to cooking at home," she said. "Eating
out is not a regular thing so it is okay (to have a lack of options)
because I was used to not eating out much anyway. •
Lentils, which are a part of Chakradbar's meals everyday,
along with eggs and other dairy products, provide protein. Milk,
rice, wheat, vegetables and yogurt are part of most meals, so calcium and other nutritional necessities are met, she said.

Becky Paskievich can be reached at rebecca.paslcievich@
murraystate.edu.

By Bryce L. Miller

Residential Will
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OUR FEARLESS HERO HAS CRASH
LANDED ONTO A DIS'JAN1 WORlD .
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Consre~tulAtions

Sara Berry
Annie Carman
Lyndsey Cleaver
Heidi Clutter
Rachel Diuguid
Rebecca Douglas
Eli Faughn
Clarissa Garland
Amanda Govern
Alexis Hamilton

7o Our \.!Vew

~quirrels

Lee lsom
Kelli Johnson
Megan Johnson
Kelsey King
Blair Lane
Jaci Nally
Natalee Roth
Melissa Taylor
Chelsey Thieneman
Kayla White

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
surrounllell b!f sieterhooll

Oiscoveff your next Psvoffife musicians her8
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• Oaml~n !?Ice • iy/e icvett etvls Costello
The Shins • 8rlght eyes. ios iobos •
• The iemonheads • ReM • Moby
Voxtrot

8/ur • fete Yorn • Tom Petty

• SuPjan Stevens • Modest Mouse •
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Country band offers pizzazz to traditional genre
Staff writer Charlotte Kyle writes the music
reviews.

• MY musical roots were established in country JllUSic at a young age.
My dad is a fan of Southern rock and he contrpUed the cassette player, so I learned the
words to Hank's "Family Tradition" before I
eve11 knew what getting stoned meant or
understood what a guy named Jim Beam had to
do with anything.
1Jistened to Credence Clearwater Revival on
cv~ long car trip, hummed along to ZZ Top
and·like any red·blooded American, knew the
chorus to Lynyrd Skynyrd's "Free Bird."
Then I discovered pop music. Soon the
sounds of twang and steel guitars were long
forgotten, replaced by synchronized dance
m~wes and pretty blond boys.
I _w as a teenage girl and Justin Timberlake's
dreamy blue eyes easily made me forget about
the; devil going down to Georgia - you can't
blame me for that.
·
. lt'o always a good idea to return to your
rQOts, and I've recently rediscovered my love
for all things country.
-Maybe it's because its all I can fmd on the
radio that isn't rap, or maybe I just realized
how cute a Southern dialect can be and bow
much fun it is to say "y'all." Whatever it is, I'm
falling in love with it.
That's probably why I fell in love with Slithering Beast. They aren't another screaming
pop-punk band like the name might suggest,
instead they create country music in its origin!ll unapologetic form.
" Werewolf Ballads." the band's frrst fulllength album, released through Sophomore
Lounge, tells tales of drinking, getting robbed
anct enjoying the company of good friends.
Listening to the album feels like ban ging out
with your best buds while swapping stories
between shots of Jack.
,The album starts with "The Day I Went
Crny," a definite sing-along tune.
"I'd clap along if l wasn't afraid of spilling my
beer" is a toe tapping, head-bobbing lyric. It
introduces the audience to what Slithering
Beast is all about.
Ni.ck Dittmcier's lead vocals are scratchy and

...
..
...

It is as incredible when sober as I'd imagined~
it would be when you're buzzed.
~
I've beard there are two types of people - :
music people and lyrics people. Slithering :
Beast has both bases covered.
...
Each song is well-composed. featu ring ,:
incredible musicianship by Bobby Earl, who :;
contributes banjo, acoustic guitar, mandolin, :
keys and harmonica to "Werewolf Ballads."
'
This isn't a band you'd hear p laying in a ~
garage and then wish you hadn't. It's a band :
you'd hear playing in a grimy bar and then tell :
all of your friends about.
:
Lyrically, Dittmeler delivers flawless one- :
liners like, "Ain't no time for thinking twice if
we're only living once," which is his declara- :
tion on "Driving Drunk."
I
uso starve your kids and beat your wife, get a
big ol' slice of the American pie," be sarcasti- .
cally delivers in "Election Day," a unique polit·
ical commentary. "The American dream has
lost its soul."
He manages to rhyme skepticism with cannibalism and you don't think twice about it in ..
"Jesus Was a Rolling Stone."
~
You could probably play a drinking game !:
with "Werewolf Ballads." Take a shot every ·~
time he says "ain't" or ..drunk" and you'll be~:
smashed in no time.
In a frrst release, Slithering Beast has deliv- ~
ered quality that is worthy of a major label.
~
Maybe the tracks aren't radio-friendly, and ~
some may be offended by the vulgarities, but in •:
a scene full of Fall Out Boy clones, Slithering t~
Beast is going to surprise people.
::
Maybe I'll even be able to get my dad to lis- ~
ten to them.
;.r
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at :
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.
•:

!;

photo courte~y of Sophomore Lounge Records

Slltherlno Beast. a band oriolnally from l ouisville, Ky., offerscountry soundsto off-beat record.
rough, which makes the listener comfortable
singing or !>houting along. It's an endearing
trait of the band - they aren't perfect, they're
just having fun while making music.
"I Got Robbed" is the first of many tracks
that refers to Slithering Beast's local stomping
ground.
Louisville, Ky., comes to life with mentions
of Broadway, the Outer Loop mall. Steak 'n
Shake and Interstate 65.

Another track, "S.I.S.," opens with the line,
"Southern Indiana ain't a place for dreamers
like me." It goes on to heavily refer to religion.
drugs and not fitting in.
Some might call them controversial, bu t I
just call them correct. Who hasn't felt like they
belong somewhere else?
Sure, there arc lots of songs about drinking
and having a good time, but that doesn't mean
you have to be an alcoholic to enjoy the album.

••
••
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No note: only if you're desperate.
One note: worth a listen, but don't bother pay·
ing for it.
Two notes: a decent record, try before you buy.
Three notes: worth the money.
Four notes: a future classic.

Journey north for pre historic park, caves, horses, wildlife
Cave City, Ky.

photo courtesy of mammothcave.c.:om
~ammoth Cave. In Cave City, Ky.,ls the lonoest cave In the world.

Just a threehour
car
ride away,
Cave City,
Ky., offers ~~wtiiVJ;
dinosaurs.
caves, horses
and wildlife things not typi·
cal of a weekend in Murruy.
Cave City is home to Mammoth Cave
National Park, Kentucky's No. 1 tourist
destination and the second-Qldest tourist
attraction in the United States.
Mammoth Cave is 350 miles long, 379
feet deep ami is the longest cave in the
world. Guided tours arc offered daily
(except Christmas) ranging from one
hour and 25 minutes to six hours.
E.""<cursions include cave trips, tours or
nature walks. Mammoth offers 53,000
acres of scenic parkland for hiking, fishing, paddling and wildlife viewing.
•
One cave to check out is considered
one of south-central Kentucky's most
important archeological sites - Crystal
OnyxC::~ve.

After the 1960 discovery of the cave,
prehistoric human remains were found in
the bottom of one of the cave's many vertical shafts.
Archeologists have since determined
the cave was used as a mortuary fa~ility
where Native Americans returned the
bones of their deceased to the earth over
3,000 years ago, according to caveslakcscorvettes.com. The Crystal Onyx
cave is open all year except January.
If caves don't interest you. for $9.75 you
can visit Dinosaur World Kentu cky,
where more than 100 life-sized dinosaurs
are displayed outdoors with explanatory
signs. There is also a dinosaur museum at
the park featuring everything from
dinosaur eggs to raptor claws.
Dinosaur World Kentucky is open from
8:30 a.m. to sunset central time every day
of the year except Christmas and Thanksgiving. Be sure to note there are no food
services at Dinosaur World, but picnic
areas are provided. Parking is free.
The Jesse James Riding Stables, part of
Kentucky Action Park, is another fun
adventure in the area. Located just a couple of miles off of Interstate 65 in Cave
City, it is one of the largest riding stables
in Kentucky.

The stables offer guided trail r ides for •
anyone age two and up.
To view live animals in Cave City, the
Mammoth Cave Wildlife Museum is the ·
place to be. The museum bas nearly •
14,000 square fe"et of exhibit area contain· ,
ing rare and exotic animals like tigers, :
bears, deer. sheep and ox, all shown in •
their natural environment. They also
have a selection of marine life, insects !
and birds. ·
(
Tourist sites in and around Cave City, \
including the Wildlife Museum, offer f
coupons at cavecity.com/coupons. Cave t
City is a popular antiquing destination :
and Magaline's Antique Mall offers a :
printable coupon to save 10 percent off
your total purchase.

i
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Every week the College Life section will be provid·
ing fun and frugal trip 1deas. Clip out each week's des·
tinatlon and refer to It when you qet in a rut and need
to qet away or are itching for an exciting adventure.
If you know an interesting or entertaining event
happening within a day's car ride of Murray State.
send your Cheap Trip information and a phone number to rebecca.paskievich®murraystate.edu,
Also. if you get a chance to qo to one of our Cheap
Trip destinations, send an e·mail to say how it went.
Safe travels!
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Band hosts annual competition
Local high schools visit Murray State
Ashley Henson
Contributing writer

Rick Burrcslcontributor

Color ouards from a local hiQh school competed with their school band in the Festival of Champions Saturday.

In the military, soldiers often wake to the
sounds of blaring bugles, but do Murray
State students expect the same early Saturday mornings?
High school band students worked their
windpipes as they filled the Roy Stewart
Stadium for the annual Festival of Champions Saturday.
The Festival of Champions is a high
school band competition hosted by Murray
State's Racer Band. This contest draws
bands from several local high schools and
some from states, giving students, parents
and local residents a chance to enjoy band
ensemble performances close to home.
The festival commenced at 9:30 a.m. with
22 participating bands competing for 12
coveted final positions.
The final competition started at 6 p.m.
with Daviess County High School as the
last band standing, earning the Grand
Champion title. Along with 22 high school
band performances, the audience was also
treated to two Racer Band performances.
Anthony Darnall, Racer Band member
and freshman from Mayfield, Ky., was
overwhelmed by his first experience on the
planning side of a band competition.
"This is my first year in Racer Band and
I wasn't prepared for how hectic everything was in the days leading up to the contest," Darnall said. "We all had specific jobs
in order to make sure everything ran
smoothly, as well as very focused practices
so we were prepared for our performances
that day."
The Racer Band performs for the audience so high school students can also get a
chance to experience the adrenaline rush
of watching performances.
The event is a reminder to students that

music can be continued after high school.
"We use this event as a great recruiting
tool for students to see the fun we have in
Racer Band," Darnall said. "We perform
and orchestrate a great performance day
for them to show that students can further
their music education at a college level"
Racer Band Assistant Director John Fannin said you don't have to be a music major
to be in the band.
"What is unique about Racer Band is that
60 to 70 percent of students are non-music
majors," Fannin said. "So this event not
only recruits for the music department, but
also for the institution."
Racer Band members performed 240 var·
ious jobs during the event, including seUing
T-shirts and working at the entrance gates.·
"Roughly 6,000 people were in attendance this year, which makes this one of
the largest marching band festivals in the
region," Fannin said. "This was the 30th
year for Festival of Champions and it has
grown to be one of the largest events on
campus."
Some staff members from the competing
high school bands are involved with Mur·
ray State's music department.
Morgan McCall, percussion instructoT
for Marshall County High School and
senior from Lexington, Ky., said he loves
watching his students perform at Murray
State.
"I think the bands in the area have gotten
a lot better over the past few years, which
is due, in large part, to (Murray State) students being on staff at the schools," McCall
said. "There are few things more satisfying
than watching your students progress and
succeed throughout the season."
For more information about Racer Band
and its events, visit www.racerband.com.
Ashley Henson can be reached at
ashley.henson@murraystate.edu.

Fall Fanfare showcases University music department
Whitney Harrod

cert choir, University chorale, percussion
ensemble, a jazz band, a piano duct and the
Racer Band.
Matthew Mazzoni, professor of music, and
Before the Murray State football team kicks
off Saturday, music from Fall Fanfare will fill
Eric Swisher, assistant professor of music,
the air.
chair t,he event.
The concert, hosted by Murray State's music
They said the show will give a sneak peek
into the University's music program.
department. begins at noon in Lovett Auditoriurn. Admission is $5.
Mazzoni said the concert will feature talent!.h~ onc; _hour concert.wj)l spowca.se...a col- --.r.; ed students in the music department. The
lage of student-based performance groups
event's proceeds will go toward the departincluding the wind ensemble, orchestra, conment's scholarships.

Staff writer

"Almost every student involved in the music
department will be in this concert," Mazzoni
said. "It's a great opportunity for people to see
what we do."
Mazzoni said planning for the event started
last spring. Mazzoni and Swisher have worked
diligently to orchestrate the concert.
"Unlike most concerts, you're going to bear
everything- a small, short sampling," John Fannin, assistant band director,~aid. "You can hear
most of the mini concerts in a one·hour setting
before heading to the football game."

Fannin said the concert will be a smorgas·
bord of songs, including light-hearted and
entertaining music.
Each piece will last five to seven minutes
with styles ranging from pop to classical.
A free cookout in the quad will follow the
event, Mazzoni said.
Said Mazzoni: "It should be entertaining no
matter what your taSte, and the cost is cheap-

er WiLWR' 'A a.movie."
~y ffat'rod can be reached at
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
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2007 Career Fair Recruiters
Aerotelc E&E
Industry: Other
Jobs Bemg Recruited; Recruiter/Sales
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
AFLAC
Industry: Insurance
Jobs Being Recruited: Sales Associates; Sales Manager; Manag~r
Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: Business Administration; Finance;
Management; Matketing; Mass Communications; General Studies;
Undeclared
Ag Connections, Inc.
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/ Agribusmess; Technology Information Systems
Jobs Being Rectuited: Software Engineer; Network Administrator;
Sales Representative
Majors Being Recruited: Computer Information Systems;
Computer Science; Marketin!fo Organizational Communication;
Agribusiness; Agricultural Sctence; Agriculture Mechanization;
Agronomy
AgriGold Hybrids
Indus~ Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Jobs Bemg Recruited: Summer Intern
Majors Being Recruited: Agribusiness
Albericl Constructors, Inc.
Industry: Construction
Jobs Bemg Recruited: Safety Intern/Coops
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety & Health; Civil
Engineering
American General Financial Services
Industry: Finance/Banking - Consumer/Retail Banking;
Finance/Banking - Financial Services/Planning; Finance/Banking
- Other; Insurance
Jobs Being Recruited: Management Trainee; Intern

Avon

Industry: Retail/Merchandislng
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
.Balfour Beatty Construction
Industry: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Internship; Project Engineer; Loss
Prevention Coordinator
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety & Health;
Construction Engineering Tech; Environmental Engineering
Tech; Environmental Regulatory Affairs; Industrial & Engineering
Tech
Balfour Beatty Construction
Industry: Construction
Jobs Bemg Recruited: Project Managers; Project Engineers
Majors Being Recruited: Construction Engin-eering Tech
BB&T
Industry: Finance/Banking -Asset Management; Finance/Banking
• Brokerage; Finance/Banking - Commercial Banking;
Finance/Banking - Consumer/Retail Banking; Finance/Bankin~ •
Investment
Banking;
Finance/Banking
•
Financ1al
Services/Planning; Finance/Banking - Other; Finance/Banking Corporate Finance
Jobs Being Recruited: Leadership Development Associates;
Tellers
Black Gold
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Jobs Being Recruited: Agronomy Internship; Manager Trainee;
Farm Manager
Majors Being Recruited: Agribusiness; Agricultural Education;
Agricultural Science; Agriculture Mechanization; Agronomy:
Horticulture
Brickman
Indus!ry: Architecture - Landscape
Jobs Bemg Recruited: Landscape Supervisor; Landscape Jntern
Briggs & Stratton
Industry: Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: Interns/Co-ops
Majors Being Recruited: Accountin~; Advertising; Business
Administration; Computer Informat10n Systems; Computer
Science;
Management;
Telecommunications
Systems
Management; Office Systems; Mass Communications;
Occupational Safety & Health; Nursin~; Industrial Education;
Technology- Education; Electromechamcal Engineering Tech;
Engineering Graphics & Design; Environmental Engineering
Tech; Industrial & En~eering Tech; Manufacturing Technology;
Mechanical Engineenng Tech; Drafting & Design Tech: PreEngineering
Bristol Broadcasting (WKYQ., Double Q. mectric 96.9, WLLE)
Industry: Other
Jobs Bemg Recruited: Internships
Majors Being Recruited: Journalism
Bunge North America
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Jobs Being Recruited: Accountant; Merchandiser; Management
Trainee; Engineer
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Business Administration;
Finance: Economics; Agribusiness; Agricultural Science;

Agriculture Mechanization; Civil Engineering; Electromechanical
Engineering Tecli; Engineering Science; Environmental
Engineering Tech; Industrial & Engineering Tech; Mechanical
Engineering Tech
Carey Counseling Center
Industry: Social/Human Services
Family/child/youth;
Social/Human Services • Substance Abuse; Nonprofit
Or~nization

MaJors Being Recruited: Business Administration; M:toagement;
Organizational Communication; Office Systems; Social Work;
Psychology; Sociology
Carpenter Company
Industry: Manufacturing
•
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Manag~nt; O.:cupational
Safety & Health; Industrial & Engineering Tech
Caterpillar Financial Services Corporation
Industry: Finance/Banking • Financial Services/Planning
Jobs Being Recrwtcd: IT Analyst 1- College Hire; IT Analyst [Intern
Majors Being Recruited: Computer Information Systems;
Computer Science; Telecommunications Systems Management
CGB Entuprise,lnc.
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Jobs Being Recruited: Grain Elevator Operations Management
Trainee; Grain Origination/Merchandising
Majors Being Recruited: Agribusiness; Agricultural Education;
Agricultural Science; Agriculture Mechanization
Cintas Corporation
Industry: Other
Jobs Bemg Recruited: Management Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: Business Administration; Management;
Marketing
Citadel Broadcasting Company - Nashville
Indus~: Communications/Media- TV/Radio Broadcasting
Jobs Bemg Recruited: Internships
Comfort Group, The
Industry: Engineer~ - Mechanical; Environment - Other
Majors Being Recruited: Architectural Engineering Tech; Civil
Engineering; Engineering Graphics & Design; Industrial &
Engineering Tech; Mechanical Engineering Techi Drafting &
Design Tech; Pre-Engineering

Commonwealth Health Corporation
Industry: Healthcare • Medicine; Healthcare - Nursing·
Healthcare - Nutrition; Healthcare - Physical/Occupation~
Therapr; Healthcare - Pharmacy; Healthcare - Allied
Healthrrechnolo~ies

Jobs Being Recrwted: RN's; Allied Health
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing; Pre-Occupational Therapy; PreMedical; Pre-Pharmacy; Pre-Physical Therapy
Computer SeiVices,lnc:.
Industry: Finance/Banldng • Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Programmer; Software Developers;
Telecommunications interns; Systems interns
Majors Being Recruited: Computer Information Systems;
Computer Science; Telecommunications Systems Management
Cumberland Hall Behavioral Health Services
Industry: Healthcare - Mental Health
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing; Social Work; Psychology;
Clinical Psychology; General Psychology
Enterprise rent-a-car
Industry: Other
jobs Bemg Recruited: Management lhlinee; Management Trainee
Intern
Evansville Police Department
Industry: Law - Enforcement/Security
Jobs Bemg Recruited: Police Officer
Fastenallndustrial and Construction Supply
Industry: Manufacturing
Jobs Being ReCI1lited; Outside Sales
Majors Being Recruited: Business Administration; Agribusiness
First Omni Mongage Lending
Industry: Finance/Banking - Consumer/Retail Banking; Real
Estate
Jobs Being Recruited: Sales; Mortgage Bankers
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
First Residential Mortgage Network, Inc,
Industry: Finance/Bankilig ·Asset Management; Finance/Banking
- Brokerage; Finance/Banking - Financial Services/Planning:
Finance/Banking - Other; Real Estate; Telecommunications;
Other; Private Firm
Jobs Being Recruited: Loan Advisor
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Fllntco, Inc.
Industry: Construction
Majors Being Recruited: Civil Engineering; Construction
Engineering Tech
Four Rivers Behavioral Health
Industry: Healthcare - Mental Health
Majors Being Recruited: Social Work
Gaylord Opryland Resort & Convention Center

Industry: Hospitality
Jobs Being Recruited: Hotel Operations; Food and Beverage;
Administrative Support
Goodyear Tire and .Rubber Company, The
Industry: Manufacturing
Majors Being Recruited: Engineering Physics; Engineering
SCience
Hampton Inn & Suites of Murray, KY
Industry: Hospitality
Hardin Memorial Hospital
Industry:
Healthcare
Nursing;
Healthcare
Physical/Occupational Therapy; Healthcare - Pharmacy;
Healthcare - Athletic Training/Fitness
Majors Being Recruited: Dietetics, Nutrition & food
Management; Nursing; Pre-Pharmacy; Pre-Physical Therapy;
Speech-Language Pathology
Harper Industries, Inc.
Industry: Construction; Manufacturing; Transportation;
Corporation
Jobs Being Recruited: Construction Managers: Estimators; Safety
Officers; Field Superintendents
Majors Being Recruited; Occupational Safety & Health;
Construction Engineering Tech: Industrial & Engineering Tech
Harrah's Metropolis Casino and Hotel
Industry: Arts & Entertainment - Other
Hawkins Research
Indus!ry: Technology - Software
Jobs Be•ng Recruited; Customer Suppon Representative
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Heritage Bank
Industry: Finance/Banking- Consumer/Retail Banking
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Jewish Hospital & St. Mary's HealthCare
Indus~ Healthcare -Nursing
Jobs Bemg Recruited: Registered Nurse
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
Kemper CPA Group
Indus!ry: Accounting
Jobs Bemg Recruited: Staff Accountant
Kentucky Commerce Cabinet - Department of Parks
Industry: Government - Local; Government - State; Law •
Enforcement/Security; Legal Services
Kentucky Data Unk
Industry: Construction; Engineering - Civil; Engineerin~ Computer; Engineering • Electrical; Engineering - Industrial;
Engineering • Mechanical; Engineering - Other; Technology Internet/E-commerce; Technology • Electronics; Technology Information Systems; Engineering - Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: Engineer • Rotation; Network Operations Journeyman
Majors Being Recruited: Com:puter Information Systems;
Computer Science; Civil Engineermg; Construction Engineering
Tech; Electromechanical Engineering Tech; Industrial &
Engineering Tech; Mechanical Engineering Tech
Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection
Industry: Government - State
Jobs Bein~ Recruiled: Engineer; Scientist; Field Inspector;
Technologist; Manager
Majors Being Recruited. Biology; Chemistry; Engineering
Science; Geology
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Industry: Accounting; Government - State; Environment Wtldlife; Environment • Fisheries
Jobs Being Recruited: Accountant; fisheries Biologist; Wildlife
Biologist; Conservation Education Program Leader; Conservation
Officer
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Criminal Justice; Biology~
Aquatic Biology; Conservation Biology; Wildlife Biology
Kentucky Personnel Cabinet
Industry: Government - Public Policy; Government - State
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
Industry: Government - State
Jobs Being Recruited: Administrative Specialist; Highway
Equipment Operator; Right of Way Agent: Transportation
Engineering Asst
Majors Being Recruited: Business Administration; Civil
Engineering
Lourdes Hospital
Industry: He:ilthcare - Laboratory/Research; Healthcare - Mental
Health; Healthcare - Nursing; Hcalthcare - Nutrition; Healthcare
- Physical/Occupational Therapy; Healthcare - Pharmacy;
Healthcare - Allied Health/Technologies
Lowe's Home Centers, Inc. of Hopkinsville
Industry: Consumer Products; Retail/Merchandising
Majors 'Being Recruited: All Majors
Mary K.ay Cosmetics Independent Beauty Consultant
Indus~ Retail/Merchandising
Jobs Bemg Recruited: Independent Beauty Consultant

---~
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Mattress Firm
.
Indus~ Retail/Merchandising
Jobs Bei.Ilg Recruited: Sales Manager in Training
Majors Being Recruited: All ~ajors
Merck & Co., Inc
Industry: Pharmaceutical
Jobs Being Recruited: Pharmaceutical Sales Representative
Majors Being Recruited: Business Administration; Finance;
Management; Marketing; Nursing; Biochemistry; Biology;
Molecular Biology
Metropolitan Nashville Police Department
Industry: Law - EnforcementiSecurity
Jobs Bemg Recruited; Police Officers
Majors Being Recruited: Criminal Justice
Modem Woodmen of America
Industry: lnsUI3llce
Jobs Being Recruited: District Representatives
Murphy-Brown ILC
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/A~business
Jobs Being Recruited: Productton Trainee; Farm Manager;
Territory Manager; Territory Manager Assistant; Environmental
Majors Being Recruited: Agribusiness; Agricultural Education;
Agricultural Science; Agriculture Mechanization; Agronomy;
Animal Health Technology; Animal Science; Animal Technology
Murray Bank, The
Industry:
Finance/ Banking
Asset
Management;
Finance/Banking - Brokerage; Finance/Bankiog - Commercial
Banking; Finance/Banking - Consumer/Retail Banking;
Finance/Banking - Investment Banking; Finance/Banking Financial Services/Planning; Finance/Banking - Corporate
Finance
Majors Being Recruited; All Majors
Murray State University· WK:MS-FM
Indus~ Communications/Media - TV/Radio Broadcasting
Jobs Bemg Recruited: Student news intern; Administrative assls·
tant
Murray State University ROTC
Industry: Government - Military
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Murray State University TralDiD& R.elource CeDter
Table:
lndus!Jy. Government - State
Jobs Bemg Recruited: Management; Secretarial; Specialist
Majors Being Recruited: Business Administration; Criminal
Justice; Psychology; Sociology; Human Services
Oweoaboro Medical Health Syttema, IDe.
Industry: Healthcare - Administration; Healthcare
Laboratory/Research; Healthcare - Medicine; Healthcare •
Mental Health; Healthcare - Nursing; Healthcare •
Physical/Occupational Therapy; Healthcare - Other; Healthcare Pharmacy; Healthcare- Allied Health/Technologies; HealthcareAthletic Training/Fitness
Jobs Being Recruited; Registered Nurse; Social Worker; Exercise
Science
Majors Being Recruited: Marketing; Occupational Safety &
Health; Dietetics, Nutrition & Food Management; Nursing; PreOccupational Therapy; Exercise Science; Health & Physical
Education; Pre-Physical Therapy; Human Services

~1/MThech
•
er an d"tsmg

Pamperedd
In ustry: Retat

Pella Corporation

Industry: Manufacturing
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Pepsi MldA.merlca
Industry: Manufacturing
Jobs Bemg Recruited: Territory Sales Managers; Merchandisers;
Management Trainees
Pilsrim's Pride
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Proflle Systems Design Group, Inc.
Industry: Technology - Software
Jobs Betng Recruited: Data Conversion P~er
Majors Being Recruited; Computer Science
R.J. Griffin & Company
Industry: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: E.s tirnating; Project Management;
Superintendent
Majors Being Recruited; Architectural Engineering Tech; Civil
Engineering; Construction Engineering Tech
lUver Metals RecyclJ.os
Industry: Engineering - Industrial; Manufacturing; Other;
Engineering - Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: Operations Management Trainee; Safety
Intern
••
Majors Being Recruited: Business Administration; Management;
Occupational Safety & Health; Industrial & Engineering tech
Bosendin Electric IDe.
lndus!Jy. Construction
Jobs Being Recruited; Construction Safety; Construction Project
Manager; c;:onstruction Engineering Tech
Majors Being Recruited: Engineering Science
RuraliJDI Supply, Inc.
Industry:
Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness;

Retail/Merchandising
Jobs Being Recruited: Store Team Leader; As~istant Team Leader;
Lead Assistant Team Leader; Manager Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Advertising; Business
Administration; Computer Information Systems; Finance;
Agribusiness; Agricultural Education; Agricultural Science;
Agriculture Mechanization; Agronomy; Animal Health
Technology; Animal Science; Animal Technology; Equine
Science; Occupational Safety & Health; Criminal Justice:
Management of Technology
Sachs Electric Company
Industry: Construction
Jobs Bemg Recruited: Project Engineer; safety Technician
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety & Health;
Electromechanical Engineering Tech
Safety Training & Envi.ronment.ll Protection, ILC (STEP)
Industry: Consulting - Environmental: Consulting - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Safety Intern: Consultant-full time;
Student consuJtant-{>art time
Majors Being Recrwted: Occupational Safety & Health
Samford University- McWhorter School of Pharmacy
Industry: Healthcare - Pharmacy
Jobs Belng Recruited: PharmD Students
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Security BeDefit
Industry: Finance/Banking· Financial Services/Planning
Jobs Being Recruited: Staff Accountant; Account Service
Representative; Interns; Programmer Analyst; Business Systems
Analyst
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Business Administration;
Computer IDformation Systems; Computer Science; Finance;
Management;
Marketing;
Organizational
Economics;
Communication;
Public
Relations;
Journalism;
Telecommunications
Systems
Management;
Mass
Communications; Liberal Arts; Technical Writing; Mathematics;
Management of Technology; Public Administration; General
Studies
Shawuee Trails Coundl- Boy Scouta of Amed.ca
Industry: Nonprofit Organization
Jobs Being Recruited: District Executives; Para-Professional Part time; Summer Camp Staff; Program Aides- Part time
Majors Being Recruited; All Majors
Sherwin Wtlliams Company
Industry: Retail/Merchandising; Social/Human Services Elderly; Wholesale
Jobs Being Recruited: Management Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: Economics; Management; Marketing;
Liberal Arts
Speedway SupetAmerica ILC
Industry: Gas Station
Jobs Being Recruited: District Manager Trainee; Store Manager
Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: Business Administration; Management

StnteP: FiDudal PartDers

Industry:
Finance/Banking
Investment
Banking;
Finance/Banking • Financial Services/Planning
Jobs Being Recruited; Financial Services Representative
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Business Administration;
Finance; Economics; Marketing
Summit Consu.ltiul
Industry: Insurance
Jobs Bemg Recruited: Loss Control Consultant
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety & Health
TG Automotive Sealing, Kentucky, LLC
tndustry: Automotive
Traylor Bros.., Inc.
Indus~: Construction
Jobs Bemg Recruited: Co·op or Intern Engineer; Co-op or Intern
Safety Representative; Field/Office Engineer (May grads); Safety
Representative (May grads)
Majors Being Recruited; Occupational Safety & Health; Civil
Engineering
·
Trover Health System
Industry:
Realthcare
Nursing;
Healthcare
Physical/Occupational Therapy; Healthcare - Pharmacy
Jobs Being Recruited: Registered Nurses
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
'I'yloo Foods, IDe.
Industry: Food and Beverage
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Finance; Agribusiness;
Agricultural Science; Animal Science: Occupational Safety &
Health; Engineeri.ng; Science; Industrial & Engineering 1'ech;
Drafting & Design "Tech
Uoited American lDiunDce Company
Industry: lnsUI3llce
Jobs Being Recruited: Field Reps.; Unit Managers; Branch
Managers
Udecl States Air Force
Industry: Aviation/Aerospace; Defense; Engineering Aeronautical; Engineering - Chemical; Engineering - Civil;
Engineering - Computer; Engineering - Environmental;
Engineering - Electrical; Engineering • Mechanical; Government

3
- Military; Healthcare - Dentistry; Healthcare - Medicine;
Healthcare · Nursing; Healthcare - Physical/Occupational
Therapy; Healthcare - Public Health: Healthcare - Veterinary;
Technology Information Systems; Engineering Biochemical/Biomedical; Healthcare - Pharmacy; Healthcare Allied Health/Technologies
Jobs Being Recruited: Nursing; Medicine/Pre-Medicine;
Engineering; Public Health
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
United States Marine Corps
Industry: Government -Military
United States Navy Recruitiog District St. Louis
Industry: Government - Military
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
United States Secret Service
Industry: Government - Federal
Jobs Being Recruited: Special Agents; Criminal Investigators;
Uniform Division Officers
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
United States Social Security Administration
Industry: Government - Federal
United Systems & Software. Inc.
Industry: Technology - Software
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Advertising; Business
Administration; Computer Information Systems; Computer
Science; Management; Organizational Communication;
Telecommunications
Systems
Management;
Graphic
Communications Tech; Management of Technology
UDlversity of Kentucky
Industry: Academic
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Walpeeos
Industry: Retail/Merchandising
Jobs Being Recruited: Retail Management Trainee; Business
Management Internship
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Wuhioston Group Intemadooal, IDe.
Industry: Construction; Engineering - Civil; Engineering Environmental; Engineering - Electrical; Engineering- Industrial;
Engineering - Mechanical; Engineering - Nuclear; Engineering Other; Government - Other; Environment - Environmental
Science; Engineering- Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: ESH Specialist; Construction Engineer I;
Safety Specialists; Engineer I; Safety Internships

Webasto
Industry: Manufacturing
West Teooestee Healthcare
Industry: Healthcare - Laboratory/Research; Realthcare Nursing; Healthcare - Nutrition; Healthcare - Allied
.Health/Technologies
Jobs Being Recruited: Nursing; Dietitian
Majors Being Recruited: Dietetics, Nutrition & Food
Management; Nursing; Medical Technology
Western Baptist Hospital
Industry: Healthcare - Nursing
Jobs Being Recruited: RN
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
Western Kentucky University
Industry: Education/Academia - Post-Secondary/Higher Ed;
Academic
Jobs Being Recruited: graduate school admission information
Majors Being Recruited: All Majon
Wb.itiDc-Turner ContnctiDI Company, The
Industry: Construction; Engineering
Environmental;
Engineering - Electrical; Engineering - Industrial; Engineering Mechanical; Engineering - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Project Engineer; Field Engineer
Majors Being Recruited: Civil Engineering; Construction
Engineering Tech; Engineering Graphics & Design;
Environmental Engineering Tech; Mechanical Engineering Tech
~~North American Division (FergwJOD, Stock. Wolseley

Industry: Construction; Retail/Merchandising; Wholesale
Jobs Being Recruited: Ferguson - Sales/Management Trainee;
Stock - Management Trainee; Wolseley Canada - Graduate
Training Program
Majors Being Recruited; All Majors
Youth ViUqes
Industry: Non-Profit- Other
Majors Being Recruited: Criminal Justice; Social Work;
Psychology; Sociology; Social Science; Clinical Psychology
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Online Recruiting
Visit Murray State's e-recruiting center online at murraystate.erecruiting.com/er
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FlRST-nMt: USERS: Please

complete the Student Self
Registration below.

Enter
Forgn.t your password?
11111111111111111111~--- -· - - - --·- ·- ~ ~
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Note: Please use I'n ternet Explorer with this system •
Welcome to the Experience eRecruiting Network at Murray
State University! The office of Career Services is excited
about our new system!

To establish your USf:RNAME,
please use your MSU email
account, p]us the last tour Cllgtts
of your SS#.
Please allow one buslness day
for your A!g!stratton to be
'Processed.

This innovative network provides easy access to students,
alumni, and employers to important job and career
information. This network includes information on j ob
development, on-campus recruiting, employment
opportunities, and workshop/career fair dates.

c......- Canter Info

THAT'S WHAT WE'RE HERE FOR!!

Phone: 270..809~ 3135
Email the career Center

Go to the Sc:hool Web Site

:: Create account

Choose a different school

:: Emploven1 log In here

career Center Info
Phone: 27().-809-3135
Email the Career Center

We look forward to working with youl

STUDENT NOTICE: By using this system, you are allowing the
Car~er Services Office to provide your resume and
registration data to employers who utilize this system. You
are responsible for providing current and accurate
information. The Career Services Office does not verify
employer data. Therefore, you have the responsibility to
research the employers to make educated decisions
regarding their opportunities. If you have a concern, please
contact us.
EMPLOYER NOTICE: The Career Service Office can give you
access to student information through a username and
password. We expect all contacts with students to be
.... _legitimate, professional and in ac.oordance with acceptable
business policies. We reserve the right to revoke access at
any time . If you have a conc~rn, please contact us.

Copyright © 2006 Experience, Inc. - All Rights Reserved
Privacy Polley I Terms of Service

t

j_ ExpERIENCE

Sepb9Dber28,2007
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,_._lebasto
Feel the drive
Established In Gennany In 1901, Webasto has grown to
be the wortd's largest supplier of ortalnal equipment sunroofs. Our company has 27 faclltles lntematlolllllly, with
the Murray, KY facUlty being the 8th plant In North ·
America.

Stop by at the Career Fair to
learn more about our company
..

s_0 td Unlve

-~~

~8/{t.

MCWHORTER SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
Jon ParlcfH'
Student Rectvlfmenf and Adml. .lo,.. Administrator
205-762-4242
jmparker@samford.edu
1-Sn-279-0008

McWhorter School of Pharmacy Web Page
www.samford.edu/schools/pharmacy.titml
• Admissions Information·
Link to PharmCAS Application Site
Link to MSOP Supplemental Application
Link to MSOP Letter of Recommendation Forms
Link to Pre-Requisite Course Equivalency Guides for Area
Colleges and Universities
Pfizer Guide to Pharmacy Careers
www.pfizercareerguides.com/pdfs/pharmacy.pdf

PCAT Registration
www.pcatweb.info

ARK YOUR CALENDARS!

(

SPRING CA.R EER FAIR
MARCH 5, 2008
10 A.~I. - 2 P.~1.

1,
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I believe that
talented people make
all the difference in
the world.
One of the best things I like ahou1 v.wking

at Emcrprisc is tjlar there's so much focus
on C\'<'ryone 's individual abilities and
achievements. lt all has 10 do v.ilh an
overriding en.rreprcncurial phiklsophy ~ hat

• sar-- thar your sucn:~-; i.'i tnll)' up't~) you.
fhis means rhar

there·~

no 1>ne st<mclnrJ

fo1mula for doing things around here.
It also means rbat l'm working along~iJc and
teaming different things from a widf group

of talcmed people every day. It's great

to

be

at a c:ompan}' where cvl!rybody'~ llifft•renc<'.;

-whether they be bu...inC!>-" philllSophic....; or
cui £Ural ideals -arc not ,mly accepted,
they're parr of rhl' ,·cry fabnc o£ our suc\.less.

My ftrsrrMl e~ertrist
,I !Enter~
W<~

c.. .. nc: tt c (

What compa ny best
represents me?

are an equal tlpponuniry employer. ~/l'/0/\~

L~. tom~J

• h • It' I , ,,

l•n•

,

• I,

l believe this one.

"

1 ")I

or·

,,

) •

\1

If you ha,·e experience in sales or customer :service and a bachelor's degree. please apply online @ www.enterprise.comlcarrers.
O r contact: Mike. Hammond, Group R£c:rulting Manager • phone: (502) 458 -7808 e:xt, 100 • e-mail: mike.hammond@,erac.com

II
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Th& balL U myo ~ t
October 3, 1d~ -2~.
It's never too soon to get the ba.ll rolling on landing a rewarding career with Cint&s.

That's why we'll be front and center at the llllft'a7 lhaw ~ oaner I'm 1n the
Curris Center (3rd Floor) on Wednesday, October 3, from 10:00 a..m. to 2:00p.m.

We'll be on hand to answer your questions and to reci'Uit for the following position:

lVlaDagemeDt Trainee
(II 10CM888S)
We offer excellent benefits, including medical, dental, and vision oover~;
401 (k): disability and ll!e insurance; competitive pay;
career advancement opportunities; and peJd ve.ca.tlons and hollda.,ys.
Please stop by the career f&lr or visit

www.cintu.com/careera

•

Cl
THE

SERVI<E

to apply to the appropriate Job #.

Do~'t ~f out bUAJMe- ~ tl-r,M ar~,
f'ROFISSIONALS '

. tluJ, bait u ~your CIJurt.
EEO/AA M/ FIDIV

Harrah's has the excitement that
you've been looking for in a career!
&ergelk, CIISimlur-.JbciUed ~
aeeeedla OIU' eano po8llltnls.
lfJ'O'I Wll.ld tn 1WW1c J11.

mx.,

dtB9', flltr JuUlluu

oppoi'IMidtlu )1011 14 ION to IIINU' tlb011t

.M. Harrah's Metropolis, you' ll enjoy competitive

compensation and the kind of exceptional benefits
package you would expect from the leader in the hotel and gaming industry. Some of the benefits include:
Insurance, matching 401~ paid time off, tuition
r eimbursement & bonuses based on team success.

Apply online at www.harralu.com (select the Metropotis Property)
or apply in person M·F 8 a.m-5 p.m. at
100 E. Front Street; Metropotis

METROPOLIS CAS I NO
AND HOTEL

FAI.I. CAREER FAIR 2007
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• Employnaeet OppoiNidiiN
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Come Visit our booth at the
Career Fair!
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Career fair guide gives students outline for success
Career fairs provide job seekers
with a way to explore opportunities
from many organizations in one location. It's a great way to learn about
job openings, research companies
and practice your interviewing and
networking skills.

BEFORE THE FAIR
• Do your homework.
Spend time researching the organizations at the fair. Employers love talking to candidates who are familiar
with their place of employment and
business. You'll come across as intelligent and interested.
•Get your resume in order.
Create and/or refine your resume
and bring many, many clean, crisp,
printed on one side copies to hand
out.
•Prepare a sound bite.
Create a one-minute "sound bite"
that summarizes your skills, goals,
experience, and the kind of company
with which you want to associate.

Practice this until you are comfortable using this as your opening.
Anticipate interview questions and
practice your responses.

AT THE FAIR

"Personnel Director."
•When you get to actually talk to a
company representative, remember
to shake hands fumly and introduce
yourself. This is your chance to make
the best first impression.

•Plan the day. Relax and plan on
spending time at the fair. Career fairs
are not that frequent so plan your
time well. Try to avoid standing in
long lines.

•Networkl Talk to both employers
and other job candidates. If you are
standing in line, don't be shy talk to
the people in line. More jobs are
filled by networking than any other
means.

•Ease into it. Visit your lower prioriorganizations first. This way you
can practice and fine tune your
approach. When you are ready, then
proceed to the top priority employers
•
on your list.

•Avoid the shopping spree. Many
organizations give out freebies at
their booths. It's OK to pick up an
item or two, but don't leave the
impression that you are shopping for
your dorm or apartment.

•Keep it lively. The lines may be
daunting, but don't fail to maximize
this opportunity. Talk to every organization that fits your experience and
ambitions. If you meet with 20
recruiters, at the end of the day you
will know 20 people by name. That
sure beats sending a blind resume to

•Get the interviewer's business card and follow up! If an interview goes
well, you will want to follow up with
a letter within a couple of days that
reinforces the points you made and
the facts you learned. Always refer to
the date and location of the job fair.
Highlight parts of the conversation

ty

that stood out to make it easy for
them to remember you. Always
remember to include a resume.

FALL CAREER FAIR
·Wednesday, October 3
10 a.m to 2 p.m., 3rd
floor Curris Center
·Dress Professionally or
in Business Casual.
·You are encouraged to
bring resumes to the
event.

Carey Counseling Center,
Inc

four

'RJv~rs

33flhaviora11iflalth
Visit o ur Booth at

Th fl Gar(Z(Zr fair

Serving Northwest Tennessee With
QualityBehavioral Health Care
CAREY is a not-for profit community mental health provider.
Services offered include adult and youth outpatient counseling
and case management, crisis response, residential living, and
school based programs along with an array of supportive
services for individuals experiencing mental or emotional
problems.
Outpatient Office Locations
Dresden
(731)364-309

Huntington
(731)968-4411

Camden
(731)584-6999

Trenton
(731)855-2871

Paris
(731)642-0521

Union City
(731)855-8810

Information (800) 611-77 57
24 Hour Crisis Une (800) 353-9918
www .careycounselingcenter.org
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Feel the breeze? · T_he
skirt length needs to
hit on or below the knee.
(

Great for the beach ... not the career fair!
At a career
fair, shoes
should be
closed-toe,
closed-heel.

acquire
fident in
fidence
hand to

September 28, 2007

•
•
•

n

FALL CAREER FAIR 2007

Great
length!

This is a great look for females.
The shoes are appropriate for
this type of event.

Atypical career fair...

PERFECT!
perfect attire for a career
. stores for sales and try to
least one suit you feel con) you can reflect that cont the event. A portfolio in
)ld resumes shows organiion to an employer.

\._..~

Many times
students and
alumni take
notes during
the career
fair to show
interest in an
organization.

FALL CAREER FAIR 2007
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Nursing students h.avl' num~rous cmplo)meJ:H options. Sorting through offers and incenciw~
em be challenging. esped:tlly for gtaduates with no previous nursing cxperit>nce.

She considers nurses at OMI IS .t sigrilliCJJu part of her educu.ion. "Our nurses .He such great
tedl:hers,'' she said. 'The ones I have ~n assigned to work with are awesomt•."

But for Nikki Christian it wa~ il straightforward decision; th('. S<."a'iOned surrJca.l technician
kn~ where.' she wanted ro put down hl'r career roots.

The next steps for Christian includt~ a badtelor of science in nursing. and to eventually
becoming a nurse ane~thcliM. T\ut she said she knows when.• ~he wants to be...

'There "':a~ no question about where I wantl'li ro work when I finished nursing school," said
Christian. who worked at hospitals in the Owensboro rq;jon for six rears. "falling in love"

"Thir l~ my home'. that's for .;ure."

"'-ith nursing whik observing nurses during her ~ure in hospital operating rooms.
01rist.i.m, who came to "'-t>rk ru OMHS as a nurse extcrtl foUowing her third semt>Ster of
nu~ing sc.hool, worked in th~ Cororury Care Unit J$ weU :'IS the lntc'nsivc \..are Unit
rcxlty, sht· is a Reginmd Nnrs..• and b working full-time in PACU.

~Owensboro

~ Medical Health System

• Nursing Scholarships
• LOW Patient-to-Nurse Ratio
• Competitive Salaries
• Tuition Assistance
• Full Benefit Package
• Most Units Work Only Every 3rd Weekend

September 28, 2007
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•
Front Desk Agents, Night Auditors, Breakfast Host,
Hospitality Host, Housekeeping Staff & Maintenance
Contact Marsha Owens at 270-767-2226
or e-mail your resume to
marsha.owens@hilton.com
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Honesty. Integrity. Stability. Responsibility.

In • growing gloul
rurketplace, there's no
place better to begin an exciting
career than a company that defines these
characteristics.
·

Good employer.
Good employer.

River Metals RecJdlng {RMR) Is the
Ia~ sc..p metals recycling
company In Kentucky and It's a
great place to work. RMR
employees are hard working, highenergy individuals who achieve much
because they're team players with a strong com
drive. Our employees are committed to helping the
company succeed and to building a long-term career•

.

RMR is a wholly owned subsidiary of Oncinnatl-based The
David J.Joseph Compa an organization with over 120

,..rs of experience
In the scrap metals
industry.

We are currently
seeking
Operations
MaMgement
Trainees and a
Safety ln...,..

For more int'otrnation, visit
our booth at the Mu,.,
State Career.Fair or go to

www.nnrec,dng.com.

(J) FIRST OMNI
MORTGAGE LENDING

A homeowner's best friend.
800·627· 1925 x1912 • email: resumu@lomnl.com • www.lomni.com
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FALL CAREER FAIR 2007

September 28, 2007

September 28, 2007

FALL CAREER FAIR 2007

in the vast experience, the
"""''~~

..... 1'1111. . . . . . . .,....

ingenuity, and the
expertise of our
Whatever your project
, bridge building, or

ding America Safely. ·
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